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PV Mirror es una publicación semanal. 
Certificados de licitud de título  y 
contenido en tramite.  Prohibida la 
reproducción total o parcial de su 
contenido, imágenes y/o fotografías sin 
previa autorización por escrito del editor.

The PVMIRROR wants your views 
and comments. Please send them 
by e-mail to: avineberg@yahoo.com

250 words max, full name, street or 
e-mail address and/or tel. number for 
verification purposes only. If you do 
not want your name published, we will 
respect your wishes. Letters & articles 
become the property of the PVMIRROR 
and may be edited and/or condensed 
for publication. The articles in this 
publication are provided for the purpose 
of entertainment and information only. 
The PV Mirror City Paper does not 
accept any responsibility or liability for 
the content of the articles on this site 
or reliance by any person on the site’s 
contents.  Any reliance placed on such 
information is therefore strictly at such 
person’s own risk.

To Advertisers & Contributors and those 
with public interest announcements, 
the deadline for publication is:

2:00 pm on 
Monday of the week 
prior to publication.

By Dasan Pillai  (See page 3 for info)

Online Team

If you’ve been meaning to find a little information on the region, but never quite 
got around to it, we hope that the following will help. If you look at the maps 
on this page, you will note that PV  (as the locals call it) is on the west coast of 
Mexico, smack in the middle of the Bay of Banderas - one of the largest bays in 
this country - which includes southern part of the state of Nayarit to the north 
and the northern part of Jalisco to the south. Thanks to its privileged location 
-sheltered by the Sierra Madre mountains- the Bay is well protected against 
the hurricanes spawned in the Pacific.  Hurricane Kenna did come close on 
October 25, 2002, but actually touched down in San Blas, Nayarit, some 200 
kms north of PV.  The town sits on the same parallel as the Hawaiian Islands, 
thus the similarities in the climate of the two destinations.

You are here, finally! 
We wish you a warm

TELEPHONE CALLS: Always check on the 
cost of long distance calls from your hotel 
room. Some establishments charge as much 
as U.S. $7.00 per minute!

CELL PHONES: Most cellular phones from 
the U.S. and Canada may be programmed for 
local use, through Telcel and IUSAcell, the local 
carriers. To dial cell to cell, use the prefix 322, 
then the seven digit number of the person you’re 
calling. Omit the prefix if dialling a land line.

LOCAL CUSTOMS: Tipping is usually 10%-15% 
of the bill at restaurants and bars. Tip bellboys, 
taxis, waiters, maids, etc. depending on the 
service. Some businesses and offices close from 
2 p.m. to 4 p.m., reopening until 7 p.m. or later. 
In restaurants, it is considered poor manners 
to present the check before it is requested, so 
when you’re ready to leave, ask «La cuenta, por 
favor» and your bill will be delivered to you.

MONEY EXCHANGE: Banks will give you a 
higher rate of exchange than the exchange 
booths (caja de cambio), though not all offer 
exchange services to foreigners.  Better yet, 
if you have a “bank card”, withdraw funds 
from your account back home. Try to avoid 
exchanging money at your hotel.  Traditionally, 
those offer the worst rates.

WHAT TO DO: Even if your all-inclusive hotel 
is everything you ever dreamed of, you should 
experience at least a little of all that Vallarta 
has to offer - it is truly a condensed version of 
all that is Mexican and existed before «Planned 
Tourist Resorts», such as Cancun, Los Cabos 
and Ixtapa, were developed. Millions have 
been spent to ensure that the original “small 
town” flavor is maintained downtown, in the 
Old Town and on the South Side.

DRINKING WATER: The false belief that a 
Mexican vacation must inevitably lead to an 
encounter with Moctezuma’s revenge is just 
that: false. For the 26th year in a row, Puerto 
Vallarta’s water has been awarded a certification 
of purity for human consumption. It is one of 
only two cities in Mexico that can boast of such 
accomplishment. True, the quality of the water 
tested at the purification plant varies greatly 
from what comes out of the tap at the other end. 
So do be careful. On the other hand, most large 
hotels have their own purification equipment 
and most restaurants use purified water. If you 
want to be doubly sure, you can pick up purified 
bottled water just about anywhere.

EXPORTING PETS: Canadian and American 
tourists often fall in love with one of the many 
stray dogs and cats in Vallarta. Many would like to 
bring it back with them, but believe that the laws 
do not allow them to do so. Wrong. If you would 
like to bring a cat or a dog back home, call the 
local animal shelter for more info: 293-3690.

LOCAL SIGHTSEEING: A good beginning 
would be to take one of the City Tours offered 
by the local tour agencies. Before boarding, 
make sure you have a map and take note of the 
places you want to return to. Then venture off 
the beaten path. Explore a little. Go farther than 
the tour bus takes you. And don’t worry - this is 
a safe place.

CURRENCY: The Mexican Peso is the legal 
currency in Mexico although Canadian and 
American dollars are widely accepted.

BUSES: A system of urban buses with 
different routes. Current fare is $7.50 Pesos 
per ticket and passengers must purchase 
a new ticket every time they board another 
bus. There are no “transfers”.

TAXIS: There are set rates within defined 
zones of the town. Do not enter a taxi without 
agreeing on the price with the driver FIRST. 
If you are staying in a hotel, you may want to 
check the rates usually posted in the lobby. 
Also, if you know which restaurant you want 
to go, do not let the driver change your mind. 
Many restaurateurs pay commissions to taxi 
drivers and you may end up paying more than 
you should, in a second-rate establishment! 
There are 2 kinds of taxi cabs: those at the 
airport and the maritime port are usually vans 
that can only be boarded there. They have 
pre-fixed rates per passenger. City cabs are 
yellow cars that charge by the ride, not by 
passenger. When you ask to go downtown, 
many drivers let you off at the beginning of 
the area, near Hidalgo Park. However, your 
fare covers the ENTIRE central area, so why 
walk 10 to 15 blocks to the main plaza, the 
Church or the flea market?  Pick up a free 
map, and insist on your full value from the 
driver! Note the number of your taxi in case 
of any problem, or if you forget something 
in the cab. Then your hotel or travel rep can 
help you check it out or lodge a complaint.

TIME ZONE: The entire State of Jalisco is 
on Central Time, as is the area of the State of 
Nayarit from Lo de Marcos in the north to the 
Ameca River, i.e.: Nuevo Vallarta, Bucerías, La 
Cruz de Huanacaxtle, Sayulita, San Pancho, 
Punta Mita, etc.  North of Lo De Marcos, 
Guayabitos, La Peñita, San Blas, etc. are on 
Mountain Time, i.e.: one hour behind PV time.

AREA: 1,300 sq. kilometers
POPULATION:  325,000 inhabitants
CLIMATE: Tropical, humid, with an average 

of 300 sunny days per year. The temperature 
averages 28°C (82°F) and the rainy season 
extends from late June to early October.

FAUNA: Nearby Sierra Vallejo hosts a great 
variety of animal species such as iguana, 
guacamaya, deer, raccoon, etc.

SANCTUARIES: Bahía de Banderas encloses 
two Marine National Parks - Los Arcos and the 
Marieta Islands - where diving is allowed under 
certain circumstances but fishing of any kind is 
prohibited. Every year, the Bay receives the visit 
of the humpback whales, dolphins and manta 
rays in the winter. During the summer, sea turtles, 
a protected species, arrive to its shores to lay 
their eggs.

ECONOMY: Local economy is based mainly 
on tourism, construction and to a lesser degree, 
on agriculture, mainly tropical fruit such as 
mango, papaya, watermelon, pineapple, 
guanabana, cantaloupe and bananas.

Index
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avineberg@yahoo.com

DEAR EDITOR:

DEAR EDITOR:

Continued on next page...

Our long-time friend Dasan Pillai was born in 
Sri Lanka.  For a while, he lived in Puerto Vallarta 
where he operated a fabulous restaurant, and created 
beautiful jewelry in his spare time.  Nowadays, Dasan 

lives in Canada, but returns to his beloved Vallarta regularly.  He has 
created two Facebook group pages called Images of Puerto Vallarta 
and puerto vallarta mexico in images so that “we can show the fun 
and happy side of Vallarta.”  In addition, you may want to visit his web 
page: www.photobydasan.com
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Humanity is alive and well in Puerto Vallarta.  Recently, my husband 
suffered a heart attack while we were out for a walk.  Two couples 
stopped to see if we needed help, offered support, assisted in calling 
911, stayed with us until the ambulance arrived, and inquired if I 
needed any money.  I would like to thank them for their kindness and 
compassion.  My husband was taken to San Javier Hospital and has 
received wonderful care.  

We would like to thank the Drs. and nurses for all that they have done 
to aid in his recovery.  We would highly recommend this hospital.  Also, 
a big thank you to Pam Thompson for all her assistance.  He is on his 
way to recovery and it would not have been possible without all of those 
involved.  

We have been wintering in PV for about 20 years and will hopefully 
be enjoying many more years to come.  

Thank you from the bottom of our hearts to our PV friends and family 
for all of your support.

Frank & Shirley Todd and family 
Missouri, USA

I goofed!  I apologize to your readers.  I was wrong last week in my 
letter to the Editor:  IT AIN’T FREE.  I gushed about the two-week, 
nine-team American college women’s fastpitch softball games to be 
played Feb. 8-10 and Feb. 15-17 at a nicely lit, renovated baseball 
park 300 meters due east of the Sheraton Resort.  

Last year it was free, and there was no prominent mention on 
the website for the “pvcollegechallenge.com” that the situation 
had changed this year.  But the Sheraton Hotel and Triple Crown 
Sports - or both - needed an extra buck.  So if you did not buy the 
“package” they sold to parents and fans flying down with the teams 
from the States, then you got to pay $30 USD per day or $75 for all 
three days of each session.  Thirty U.S. Dollars per day is obscene; 
I pay less for a ticket to a Milwaukee Brewers Major League game 
back home.         

At least they let the “locals” in free (that is not you, gringo ex-
pat).  So for the two nights I attended last week the weather was 
perfect and many Mexican families were in attendance.  I hung over 
the fence down the third base line with other poor folk and watched 
the young ladies play hard and well, and have fun doing so.  I will 
NOT be back this week... or next year.  

Stephen Leopold

About our cover...
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For years I have enjoyed your paper.  We 
now reside in Nuevo Vallarta from Jan-March.  
Here, Vidanta thinks that Puerto Vallarta does 
not exist... so we search for your paper when 
we travel into the city.  I JUST discovered - I 
am a bit slow - that I can get the paper on the 
internet!  My question is... do you send out a 
notice when the new edition is on line?

Thanks for doing a wonderful job.  The 
paper is jam packed with cultural activities 
as well as alerting us to find-raising events to 
help the local population.

Warmly,

Ethel Anthony

Dear Ms. Anthony,
What you write about Vidanta is applicable 

to most resorts along the north shore of 
the Bay.  They want to keep their guests on 
their property, so they’re not told about our 
fascinating town – despite the fact that they all 
land in Puerto Vallarta’s airport.

We do not send notices of the new issues 
anywhere except on our Facebook page, just 
as a reminder to our virtual friends.  

However, you may want to note that each new 
issue is uploaded every Thursday night and 
available for you to enjoy on Friday morning.

The Ed.

DEAR EDITOR,

DEAR EDITOR,

DEAR EDITOR,

DEAR EDITOR,

Thanks to your ad in the Mirror for “eye-
metrics!  I bought eyeglasses from them - half 
the price of NYC! What a selection of frames!

David, the owner is so patient & professional 
that it was a joy to be there.  If you need glasses, 
I highly recommend them.

Harvey T.

What glorious weather we are experiencing!  
When neighbors are complaining about clouds 
and cold, we can only think of how refreshing 
from the heat and humidity of September and 
October!  Not only has the weather changed 
but our favorite Italian restaurant, Frankies’ 
Spaghetti House, 276 Venustiano Carranza, 
has also changed.  

Frankies has added an open rooftop to his 
wonderful restaurant and on Thursday, Friday 
and Saturday, features live music.  The food, 
as always, is delicious, many dishes featuring 
his homemade Italian sausage.  The decor of 
the rooftop is inviting with soft colors and 
twinkling lights overhead.  

Don’t let all the construction around the 
neighborhood stop you from visiting this little 
piece of Italy in PV.

As always, thanks to the Mirror for all the 
great articles and for keeping us informed.

Mary Casanover

Gringos Beware!   There is a new scam 
in town.

Basically here’s the way it works.  While 
you are parked near a busy shopping area 
a thief chooses a victim and props a small 
sharp tube behind the tire of your car while 
you are away from your car.  When you 
return and back up, the tube punctures your 
tire.  It takes about 5 minutes for your tire 
to go flat.  Enough time for you to leave the 
parking lot and get down the road where 
you pull over and the thief follows you 
and stops and offers to help.  One would 
presume him to be a Good Samaritan.  

Somehow during the process of changing 
the tire, he robs you.

When this happened to us last week 
at the Plaza Marina shopping center, we 
were very suspicious when we pulled 
over and almost immediately this guy 
was right there offering to help us.  
Thankfully we declined his help.  Later 
we were shocked and appalled when we 
found out that he had placed the pick 
deliberately in order to get us alone 
along the side of the road.

The nice men from tire shop across the 
highway from the airport that we walked 
and bussed to fixed the puncture right on 
the road and put enough air in our tire 
from one of the two tanks of air they 
brought with them so that we could drive 
back to their shop to get more air and to 
pay them for their services.

So all is well that ends well.  Thank 
goodness we were not hurt or robbed.  
Just a small charge to fix the tire and two 
hours of our lives.

I thought that I should pass this along 
to the readers of the Mirror as the men at 
the tire shop told us that this a popular 
trick at WalMart, Costco, shopping 
centers with banks, that they have seen 
a lot of lately.

I write this letter because I am appalled 
at human nature.  I’m not writing this 
because this happened here in our 
beloved Puerto Vallarta.  This could have 
happened anywhere.  It just astounds me 
that thieves would go to these lengths to 
steal.

Beware!

Ed from La Cruz de Huanacaxtle
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Friday is a great day to shop and what 
better place to find a huge assortment of 
unique, hand crafted products than the 
Marsol Market?  Located inside the Marsol 
Hotel at the foot of Los Muertos pier you 
will find great values and get to know the 
local vendors and their merchandise.  

Take time to chat with them about their 
creations, and stop to admire the art work, 
the jewelry, the handmade clothing, the 
collectible crafts of Mexico.  If you are 
shopping for gifts, this is a perfect place to 
find something unusual that you won´t see in 
the stores full of mass produced goods.  Pick 
up a special gift to surprise your loved one, 
or treat yourself  to a new piece of jewelry or 
clothing to pep up your wardrobe. There are 
a number of local jewelers with a fantastic 
assortment of creations for your selection.

Barbara Peters The Marsol market is pet friendly, so bring 
your dog while out walking and see what 
treats are in store for pets.  Enjoy the guitar 
music, pick up an English newspaper, visit 
with your friends and sip on fresh orange 
juice or beet juice.  

While you are in the area, walk out on the 
Pier which is a favorite tourist stop.  The 
Marsol is a great place to find original 
artworks in various media and styles, oils, 
watercolors, acrylics, posters, and giclés.

The monthly Bazaar is set for Tuesday, 
February 27th from 10 to 2, where you can buy 
and sell gently used goods, furniture, books, 
clothing, household items.  If you want a 
table to sell some things you no longer want 
or need, email Sherryvallarta@yahoo.com

We look forward to seeing you at the 
Marsol Friday Market by the Pier every 
Friday from 9:30 to 1:30. 
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Last Wednesday, the International Friendship 
Club (IFC) hosted its quarterly clinic for infants and 
children with cleft palates.  The many patients and 
their families travelled from all over this area from 
homes located close to the ocean or from deep in the 
mountains, many of them taking multiple buses to get 
here.  Some of them were here for just a check-up 
by the medical team, which had flown into Puerto 
Vallarta that day from Guadalajara, and some were 
newborns who were here for the first time.

The parents registered with the IFC team and then 
waited to see the doctors who decided whether or 
not the patient needed an operation.  If so, the family 
had to find a place to stay for the night.  The next 
day they went to the CMQ hospital where the nurses, 
anaesthetists and doctors made sure that they received 
the very best of treatment.

This program, which is totally free to patients’ 
families, has been running since 1985 and those first 
infants are now in their mid-thirties and living normal 
lives.

What was different about last week’s session of 
the IFC cleft palate program was that other children 
were there to make it easier for them.  Seventeen 
students, in grades ranging from seven to twelve, 
from the prestigious American School of Puerto 
Vallarta (ASPV), volunteered as part of the school’s 
community service program to come to the cleft 
palate program for about three hours and help the 
children who are patients and siblings pass the time 
waiting to see the doctor and to calm their fears.  The 
students from ASPV carried trays of oranges and 
drinks to the kids and their parents, and helped pass 
the time by colouring pictures and reading with the 
smaller children.  They also sat with the older patients 
and asked them about the procedures and surgeries 
they had had in the past and whether they had any 
concerns about future treatment.  They showed love, 
empathy and concern for those children who are less 
fortunate than them.  What a great program this is for 
both sets of human beings!

There are huge personal benefits to teens who do 
this sort of service.  It exposes them to diversity and 
multiculturalism, it builds relationships and “social 
connectedness” with peers, adults, and activists 
sharing a cause and it improves communication and 
critical thinking skills.  More importantly, it develops 
an increased sense of social responsibility - a global 
view of society and a heart for “giving back” and 
helping others.

Community service participation is also a good 
thing to have on a student’s record when applying 
to university.  It helps them stand out among other 
applicants because admissions officers want well-
rounded young adults who volunteer and service 
work is a leading decision-making factor after a 
student’s GPA and SAT scores.

Community service is a way for students to explore 
their interests, show colleges what they believe in, 
and define a possible career path. By engaging in 
volunteer work, teens have an opportunity to learn 
experientially.  They discover where their passions 
lie while undertaking “feel good” projects that truly 
make a difference.

The students from ASPV that I met have some 
pretty lofty goals.  Karla Flores was looking forward 
to meeting some of the IFC medical team because she 
wants to be a surgeon.  Liam Brissette has his sights 
set on being a bio-medical engineer and Tierman 
Fackler has recently been accepted by a university in 
California to study for an oceanic engineer’s ticket.  
Wherever these young adults end up I’m sure they’ll 
remember the day they spent helping those children 
less fortunate than themselves.

******************************

Wednesday the 21st at 10:30 you should plan to 
attend a presentation by the health guru of PV, Pam 
Thompson at the IFC Clubhouse.  She’ll be talking 
about medical insurance, preventative healthcare in 
a tourist environment and much more.  If you have 
ever been sick or had an accident and called Pam for 
help, you know how efficient and caring she is.  Half 
a morning of prevention listening to her is better than 
days of not knowing whom to call when you need 
help. The IFC Clubhouse is upstairs, above HSBC 
on Insurgentes.

Reminder: Tickets for the IFC Home Tours are only 
available online or on Tuesdays and Wednesdays at 
the Sea Monkey Restaurant.
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Last week David U wrote about the IFC 
Home Tours on Trip Advisor. 

“For about $35 USD you get an air-
conditioned bus ride with docents to visit 
four beautiful homes.  Today’s trip featured 

three in Conchas Chinas and one near Mismaloya.  All had wonderful 
views, beautiful pools, stunning architecture, and well-chosen art.  Our 
docents previewed each home and then we were able to wander about 
the homes and patios at our leisure.  Some homes are available to rent or 
buy, but the docents only mentioned this in passing when guests asked.  
Pay attention to their warnings that some surfaces make for difficult 
walking, with steps, ramps, and cobblestones.  Docents volunteer their 
time and all proceeds go to charities sponsored by the International 
Friendship Cub, especially cleft palate repairs.” 

The tours leave the Sea Monkey Restaurant (foot of Aquiles Serdan 
on the beach) at 10:30 each Tuesday and Wednesday morning and 
tickets are available on the days of the tour from 9 a.m., so why not 
come for breakfast, buy your tickets and hop on board?

Tickets can also be purchased online at www.toursforvallarta.com 
where you can also find details of the tours and pictures of the homes.

Please note that tickets are no longer available at the IFC clubhouse.
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Gregg Sutton

So don’t forget to put it on your calendar: 
Fridays, February 16th and 23rd, from 6 to 10 p.m.

Get out your party hats, put on your dancing shoes and mark both 
dates on your calendar: Fridays, February 16th and 23rd, for the next 
South Side Shuffles of the year. 

The Shuffle, now in its eighth year, is put on every Friday in 
February by a group of twenty businesses centered on the 200 and 
300 blocks of Basilio Badillo, in the heart of the Romantic Zone. 
The party goes from six to ten pm, and is an event locals and visitors 
alike look forward to with great anticipation.

The participating businesses (art galleries, shops, restaurants, 
clubs and theaters) all serve complimentary beverages. Whether 
you want to meet our local artists, or do some serious shopping, or 
listen to some great music, or just walk around Vallarta’s favorite 
neighborhood soaking up the festive atmosphere, the Shuffle is a 
wonderful way to spend your Friday night.  

The majority of the participating businesses are located on the 
200 and 300 blocks of Basilio Badillo. But there are also some great 
places to stop on nearby Constitution Street. In fact, the organizers 
have made sure that this experience is a “compact” one. All twenty 
participants are located in a short two block stretch, so no matter 
how “happy” you get with all your complimentary drinks, you can 
still visit every location with ease.

The Shuffle has so much to offer. One of the main attractions is 
shopping. By chance, many of Vallarta’s finest shops and galleries 
are located on the principle block of the party. Fine art, jewelry and 
Mexican crafts of the very best quality can be found in abundance, 
not to mention some great food and fabulous entertainment.

All the businesses on this magical stretch of Basilio Badillo 
and Constitución streets have something special to offer.  For the 
opportunity to ogle, mingle, tipple and even purchase some really 
wonderful art, it is an event not to be missed.  The Southside Shuffle 
really is a must.  You’ll have a ton of fun.  
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The Future of the Democratic Party: 
Opportunities and Challenges

Please join us for a discussion of how the Democratic Party has 
shifted in our lifetimes and what that portends for the future.  This 
session is planned to be a combination of presentation, audience 
questions, and small group discussions.  Come and help us move 
forward to reclaim community and activate people to take action 
to shape the future of the election process.

Speakers
Mike Hais: co-author of three books on the Millennial 

Generation and its impact on American society and served as a 
research executive for Frank Magid and Associates

Diane Weber: served 30 years in education and eight years in 
county government and has a Master’s degree in Policy Studies 
from the University of Washington.  

February 19 from 1 to 3 PM.
at The Jazz Foundation

115 Allende, downtown PV

From Democrats Abroad Costa Banderas...
MC: Tobe Jensen, Chair of Democrats Abroad Costa Banderas.
No charge for entrance. Food and drink will be available for 

purchase at the Jazz Foundation
The forum features a return of Mike Hais who spoke at our 

January Forum on Capturing Congress *, and Diane Weber, who 
has been a community activist and a candidate for public office in 
Washington State. 

Mike Hais served as a research executive for Frank Magid 
and Associates and is co-author of three books on the Millennial 
Generation and its impact on American society.

This session is planned to be a combination of both presentation, 
questions from the audience and small group discussion.  Food 
and drink will be available at the Jazz Foundation for those who 
participate. No charge for entrance.

* To see the January forum presentation, use this link to view the 
video recording: https://vimeo.com/252643759/1c0802c14d 

At 7 p.m. on Tuesday, February 20th, our feature film is The 
Levelling 

It tells the story of trainee veterinarian Clover Catto who 
returns to the farm where she grew up after hearing news that her 
brother Harry has died - what appears to be a suicide.  Finding 
the family home in a state of disrepair following the 2014 floods 
that devastated the area, Clover is forced to confront her father 
Aubrey - about the farm, the livestock and, crucially, the details 
surrounding Harry’s death.
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Listening to Los Bambinos live 
music is a great way to get to know 
Puerto Vallarta.  The joyous culture 
of Puerto Vallarta comes through in 
the Los Bambinos weekly shows, 
as they bring masterful guitar 
work and soaring harmonies to the 
upbeat and feel-good performances 
they have worked over the last 
decade to produce. 

Los Bambinos theme this season 
during their six shows include 
Monday & Tuesday nights’ Beatle 
Mania: Tribute to the Beatles. 
Wednesdays & Thursdays: Big 
Girls Don’t Cry featuring Frankie 
Valli and the Four Seasons while 
Friday & Saturday nights invite 
you to get your dancing shoes on 
for Fiesta Latina! Each of their 
shows highlights the tasteful mix 
of traditional and International 

Christina Larson tunes that Vallarta loves about this 
talented group. 

Growing up listening to the 
Beatles, the four Morales brothers 
bring their four-part harmonies to 
the stage. This exceptional show 
brings songs such as She Loves 
You, Get Back and Hey Jude to 
life. As always the show includes 
international selections and 
marvelous Latin rhythm alongside 
the classic rock n roll. 

In their Frankie Valli and the 
Four Seasons show, Los Bambinos 
beautifully synchronize their 
voices capturing an authentic 
sound. Eldest brother, Carlos 
Morales conquers the emblematic 
soprano of the group, and the four 
Morales’ overall voice ranges bring 
the essence of the music to life!

On Friday and Saturday nights, 
their concert brings you the heart 
of Latin American music that is 

an intimate part of their musical 
history. “Fiesta Latina is where 
our second-nature comes to the 
stage…” (Lázzaro Morales, Lead 
Guitar) In this performance, the 
group showcases their musical 
upbringing performing traditional 
Mexican music, contemporary 
favorites like Carlos Santana, and 
Gypsy Kings flamenco along-side 
musical selections by artists such 
as Celia Cruz. 

Los Bambinos are pleased to offer 
their concerts at a new restaurant 
venue: Bambinos Trattoria (www.
bambinostrattoria.com). Come 
hungry for an authentic Italian 
meal, and leave satisfied as a 
talented kitchen team and dedicated 
wait-staff serve you. Stay tuned to 
Facebook @losbambinostrattoria 
and find unbiased reviews on Trip 
Advisor. Bambinos Trattoria is 
located at Aguacate #314, at the 

corner of Carranza street in Old 
Town Puerto Vallarta, just before 
Mundo de Azulejos. Find show and 
ticket Information online or (322) 
222-4357, English spoken. See you 
at Bambinos Trattoria!
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The 6th Annual Puerto Vallarta 
Charity Chili Cook-Off will be held 
at El Rio BBQ Bar and Grill in Paso 
Ancho on Saturday, February 24th, 
from 1-5 p.m. to benefit several local 
charities and community programs.

Dennis Rike
Jay Sadler Project

Jim Sullivan will chair this 
year’s “All you can eat” chili feast, 
featuring recipes from some 16 
popular PV area bar restaurants and 
sponsors - all competing for trophies 

and bragging rights.
There will be two 

categories of chili judging 
- one by popular vote 
from attendees and one by 
professional judges. 

Tickets to the Chili Cook-
Off cost just $250 pesos 
per person. In addition to 
all of that chili, an order of 
El Rio’s famous smoked 
riblets and an agua fresca 
are also included.  Regular 
El Rio menu items will also 
be available for purchase.  
Entertainment will be 
provided by several cookin’ 
musical groups, including 
The Texas Embassy Blues 
Band and Mikki Prost.

Emcees Pearl Burrus and 
Vera Carp are two of the 22 
zany characters from Greater 
Tuna, a satirical comedy 
about small towns, small 
minds and big hearts, now 
playing at Incanto in PV. 

Two bottles of Patron 
Tequila will be raffled off.  

Bring a non-perishable food item 
for one free raffle ticket. 1 ticket 
per donated item.  Food will be 
distributed to those in need.

All proceeds from the cook-off 
go to local charities and community 
projects, including:

• Estancia Sabrina Proyecto Busca 
un Amigo – Day care center for 
children with disabilities

• DIF New Life Home for Boys – 
Help for young boys who have had a 
troubled past

• Scholarships to play Torpedos 
American Football - This year one 
boy was awarded a full scholarship 
to Monterrey Institute of Technology 
to play football.

• DIF - A Mexican public institution 
of social assistance that focuses on 
strengthening and developing the 
welfare of the Mexican families.

• Torpedos American Football A.C. 
– Pop Warner youth football for boys 
and girls ages 7 to 17. Donations are 
made for equipment.

• Jay Sadler Community Relations 
Projects A.C. – In 2017, 30 projects 
were completed; in 2016, 18 projects; 
during the past 5 years, 100.

Tickets to the Chili Cook-off 
can be purchased at the door or in 
advance from any of the event’s 
sponsors: Nacho Daddy, Captain 
Don’s, Casa Anita, D’z Route 66, 
Escondida Sports Bar, Kelly’s Pour 
Favor, Luke’s Bar, Murphy’s Irish 
Pub, Lighthouse Specialty Foods, 
El Torito Sports Bar, 104.3 Radio 
Station, Torpedos American Football 
and Navy League / R.I.S.E.

Doors open at 1 p.m.  Chili will be 
served from 1 to 4 p.m. and voting 
will run from 1-3 p.m.  Confirmed 
Professional Chili Judges include: 
Gary Beck, Paul Mayer, Matt McCue 
and Jim Lee.

For more information, contact 
Dennis Rike of the Jay Sadler Project 
at dennis2rike@hotmail.com

El Rio BBQ Bar is located in 
Paso Ancho, in a beautiful setting 
alongside the Cuale River, less than 
ten minutes from the Libramiento.  
Bus route #4 (R04) to Paso Ancho 
or Paso de Guayabo drops you right 
at the gate.  Ask the driver if he’s 
heading to Paso Ancho if you have 
any doubt.  For more information, 
call El RIO BBQ Bar at 222-2510.

Driving Directions: from the 
south or El Centro/Old Town, take 
the Libramiento through the small 
tunnel, then turn right at the signal 
just past the bridge. From the north, 
turn left at the signal after the large 
tunnel and just before the bridge. 
Free parking will be available.

The Jay Sadler Project Community 
Relations (COMREL) program 
provides necessary resources to 
improve various charities and non-
profit institutions in the Banderas Bay 
area. It is an approved IJAH Charity 
and works with the Foundation Punta 
de Mita. The Foundation can issue 
a tax deductible 501 C receipt for 
donations from the US and similar 
receipts for donations received from 
Canada and Mexico.
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Drinking coffee is a daily habit 
for millions of people around the 
world, but doing it simultaneously 
with other java fans in a public 
event is the proposal of the Puerto 
Vallarta Coffee Fest, which will 
also try to break the Guinness 
World Record for the most people 
drinking coffee simultaneously in 
one place.

Puerto Vallarta’s attempt to beat 
the current record, set in 2009 
by coffee drinkers in Cologne, 
Germany, was originally planned for 
December 16, 2017, but postponed 
due to intemperate weather.

A new date has been set and 
the event will now take place 
on Saturday, February 17 at 6 
p.m. by the Seahorse sculpture 
on the Malecon in downtown 
Puerto Vallarta (near the Hotel 
Rosita, Calle 31 de Octubre and 
Av. México), where coffee will 
be offered free of charge to all 
participants.

A member of the Guinness World 
Record team will be on site to verify 
the number of coffee drinkers 
at this historic event, which has 
the backing of the Tourism Trust 
and the City Council through the 
Municipal Tourism Directorate and 
the Cultural Institute of Vallarta.

The Puerto Vallarta Coffee Fest 
will be a popular party for the 
thousands of coffee aficionados in 
the Banderas Bay area, both locals 
and tourists, who can meet to taste 
their favorite drink, join the tourist 
promotion of the destination and be 
part of a new world record.

The Coffee Fest Puerto Vallarta 
2017 also has the support of the 
Fire, Civil Protection and Public 
Safety Department for logistics, 
and a website has been developed 
where everyone who plans to 
participate must register - even 

those who registered for the 
previously scheduled event on 
December 16.

Upon registration, participants 
will receive a personalized folio 
number which must be presented, 
in printed or digital form, along 
with official identification, when 
entering the event on the Malecon. 
There will be two main accesses, 
in front of City Hall on the 
main square and at the northern 
entrance of the Malecon, where 
participants will sign in and receive 
a commemorative shirt.

“Vallartans and tourists alike are 
invited to come drink coffee and 
help us beat the world record, in 
what will be a great party in one 
of the most beautiful places on 
the Mexican Pacific,” said event 
organizer, Carlos Arceo.

Breaking this record will result 

in the world-wide promotion of 
Puerto Vallarta, as the Guinness 
Book of World Records is the 
second most popular book on 
the planet, (after the Bible), with 
more than 3 million books in 32 
languages sold in 120 countries.

If you love coffee, make plans 
now to be on the Malecon on 
Saturday, February 17 at 6 p.m. 
for this fun and free event that is 
sure to be ‘one for the books.’

To register, visit the website at 
http://coffeefestpuertovallarta.com  
For more information, contact 
Carlos Arceo at carlos.arceo@
hotmail.com, or (322) 299-3215.

(Source: Puerto Vallarta Tourism 
Trust. Press release translated 
and edited by María Francesca 

for BanderasNews.com)
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Mexico’s biggest oil and gas auction since 
opening its energy sector to foreign companies in 
2013 attracted potential investment of almost US 
$100 billion recently.

A total of 29 deepwater oil and gas blocks 
located in the Gulf of Mexico were on offer and 19 
were sold, exceeding government expectations.

Royal Dutch Shell was the biggest winner, 
securing nine contracts — four on its own, four 
in a joint venture with Qatar Petroleum and one 
in partnership with Mexican state oil company 
Pemex.

News agency Reuters reported that Shell bid 
aggressively despite fears that leftist leader 
Andrés Manuel López Obrador could win the 
presidency and attempt to revise the terms of 
energy contracts. However, analysts say that 
rolling back the energy reform — introduced by 
current President Enrique Peña Nieto — would 
be virtually impossible and in any case, changes 
would not apply retrospectively.

The president of Shell Mexico said that its 
investment would have a positive impact on the 
economy by creating new employment.

“This will translate into real and effective work 
for Mexico — we are all winners,” Alberto de la 
Fuente said, adding that uncertainty surrounding 
the future of the North American Free Trade 
Agreement (NAFTA) was not a concern for the 
company.

“We are a big player in deep water worldwide.  
This is excellent news for Mexico and is a strong 
commitment for Shell in Mexico,” he remarked.

Energy Undersecretary Aldo Flores said that 
the US $93 billion secured in yesterday’s tender 
was 1.5 times the total investment attracted in 
nine previous tenders.

“This is a vote of confidence in Mexico,” he 
declared.  He also said the dominance of Shell 
in yesterday’s auction did not translate into an 
excessive overall influence in the industry.

“We have to recognize Shell’s enthusiasm 
in this round,” he told reporters. “We have a 
diverse oil sector …  I don’t believe this means a 
concentration.”

Securing the full US $93 billion amount, 
however, is dependent on the blocks sold 
yesterday becoming commercially successful.
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19 of 29 deepwater oil and gas blocks were sold, exceeding government expectations

If that happens, they could add an additional 
1.5 million barrels of oil a day by 2032, National 
Hydrocarbons Commission head Juan Carlos 
Zepeda said.  That would almost double the 
current output, which stands at 1.9 million barrels 
daily.

Projections are similarly optimistic for gas. 
Zepeda said that an additional 4 billion cubic 
feet of gas could be added to the current daily 
production of 5 billion cubic feet.

Mexico will receive tax income of between 
63% and 67% of profits, higher than deepwater 
blocks in Brazil and the U.S., Zepeda said.

Mexico also had a significant windfall 
yesterday, receiving US $525 million in cash 
from successful bidders who together paid the 
amount to secure their blocks.

There are now more than 60 companies that 
have committed to investing and developing in 
the Mexican hydrocarbon sector.

The Mexican energy sector opened up to 
foreign and private investment in 2013 for the 
first time in nearly 80 years.  Former President 
Lázaro Cárdenas nationalized all petroleum 
reserves in 1938.

Other winners from yesterday’s auction 
included Malaysia’s state oil company Petronas 
which participated in six winning bids, United 
States company Chevron, Inpex of Japan and 
Italian multinational Eni.

Pemex also won two blocks on its own and 
two — including the partnership with Shell — in 
alliances.

That surprised some observers because a 
central goal of the energy reform was to attract 
outside investors to develop oil fields that Pemex 
doesn’t have the ability or experience to exploit.

“In 20 years [exploring in the Perdido], Pemex 
has not produced a single barrel of oil in deep 
water,” said oil analyst George Baker, referring to 
one region of the Gulf of Mexico that went under 
the hammer.

The state oil company’s production is currently 
at its lowest levels in four decades while oil prices 
— currently at around US $65 a barrel — are at a 
three-year high.

(Source: www.mexiconewsdaily.com, Financial 
Times, El Economista, Reuters)
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Tickets are available at www.IncantoVallarta.com with no online fees.  Box Office hours are 9 a.m. to 11:30 p.m. daily.  Casual dining is 
always available.  Happy Hour 2 to 6 p.m. daily.  Contact General Manager Gilberto Figueroa for group and special event bookings 

at Incantopv@gmail.com  Incanto is located at 109 Insurgentes (at the Rio Cuale).  Call 223 9756 for reservations.

Well-Strung, a New York City based singing string quartet 
has broken all attendance records, selling out show after 
show at Incanto.  This popular foursome blends vocals and 
strings, fusing classical music with today’s pop hits.  Their 
international popularity continues to soar and reviews have 
been excellent.  Reserve now through Feb. 28.

The Vallarta Vocalista Ensemble presents its 2018 concert 
series, In Perfect Harmony: From Baroque to Broadway, 
with six performances starting Feb. 22.  Concerts will include 
the seldom-heard baroque jewel, Durante’s “Magnificat”, 
excerpts from “Carmina Burana”, “Les Miserables”, 
Mexican favorites and well-loved jazz standards. 

Tribute artist Joni Lambert brings the excitement and 
unmistakable all-live vocals of the great Céline Dion to 
Incanto.  She performs dialog and many popular well-known 
hits, often moving audiences to tears.  One performance 
only Feb. 19 at 9:30 p.m.

Luis Lujan, composer, singer, musician, and one half of 
Argentine duo Bohemia Viva presents a solo concert ‘And now, 
I fly’ on Feb. 18 at 7 p.m.  With a wide range of influences, 
a defined style, and a big vocal range, he will offer a very 
special repertoire of original music. See Bohemia Viva’s The 
Sound Garden every Wednesday at 6:30 p.m.

Lobo (formerly of Willie & Lobo) will present two special 
solo concerts featuring a blend of Gypsy, Latin, Celtic, 
Flamenco, Middle Eastern, Tango and Salsa on Feb. 25 and 
Mar. 25 at 7 p.m., These events will sell-out quickly.  Early 
reservations are recommended. 

Instituto des Artes Musicales Puerto Vallarta (IAMPV) 
presents two cello recitals performed by Grammy Award 
Winning Cellist Donald Moline, with Jean-Guy Comeau at 
the piano.  Mr. Moline played with the Chicago Symphony 
Orchestra for 39 years, has taught at several universities and 
has performed all over the world. Event proceeds support 
musical education for children in Puerto Vallarta.  Feb. 17 
& 24 at 7 p.m.

Luna Rumba’s DUENDE, featuring new music and a 
unique blend of instruments, technology, and dance plays 
most Fridays at 7 p.m.

Paco Ojeda on Music presents A Cappella Music 
celebrating the wonders of the human voice and remarkable 
performances by some of the most important a cappella 
ensembles of today.  Paco will be joined by special guests 
Vallarta Vocalista Ensemble, a Puerto Vallarta-based vocal 
ensemble, and Benjamin Schatz, also known as Rachel of the 

The Kinsey Sicks, America’s Favorite Dragapella Beautyshop 
Quartet.  One performance only, Monday Feb. 26 at 4 p.m.

Media Luna presents several shows featuring their full 
band and Special Guest musicians. Recent transplants from 
San Miguel de Allende, they play Flamenco, Rumba, Rock 
and Huapango.  Next show Feb. 26 at 9:30 p.m.

Zoe Lewis, ‘a band in a body’, returns for five shows 
only starting Feb. 21 with ‘A Touch of The 20’s’ featuring 
prohibition era jazz, saucy swing, travel tales and quirky 
originals played on anything from the piano to the spoons!  
These are ticketed events upstairs. 

‘Fun and uplifting’ perfectly describes Incanto’s 
‘Gospelicious’ Gospel Brunch, that is light on religion and 
BIG on entertainment.  Hosted by Tracy Parks and featuring 
The Holy Host Singers with creator and Musical Director/
David Troy Francis and the Resurrection Band. Every 
Sunday through March at 12 p.m.

Singer-songwriter and guitarist Zoe Wood plays in the 
piano bar on Mondays at 7:30 p.m.  She is currently working 
on a new collection of all originals.  Zoe also performs 
Nuevo Flamenco, Jazz and Latin standards with her own 
special style.  No cover. 

Classic stage comedy ‘Greater Tuna’, starring Ron 
Spencer and Tracy Parks is now playing through March.  
With twenty-two characters played by just two actors, it’s 
a wild ride to smalltown Tuna, TX, chock-full of eccentric 
characters with small minds and big hearts.  Directed by 
Karen Baker.

Jean-Guy Comeau plays piano on Mon. and Thurs. at 5 
p.m.  Stolie plays ‘Acoustic Tuesdays’ during Happy Hour 
at 5 p.m.  Latcho and Andrea: The Blond Gypsies play 
authentic gypsy flamenco select Tues. at 7 p.m.  Tongo plays 
Latin/Cuban rhythms with handmade instruments on Tues. 
at 7:30 p.m.  Bohemia Viva’s ‘The Sound Garden’ plays on 
Wed. at 6:30 p.m. with varying theme nights weekly. Joby 
Hernandez plays pop/rock favoirtes on guitar Wed. at 7:30.  
NYC’s Michael McAssey plays ballads and campy comedy 
favorites Wed., Fri., Sat., Sun. 10 p.m. - close.  The Red 
Suitcases band plays Wed. and Sun. at 7:30 p.m.  Open Mic 
is Thurs. at 7:30 p.m.  ‘The Joanie Show’ plays Fri. at 5 
p.m.  Loteria with Pearl and Bev is on Sat. Feb. 17 at 4 p.m.  
Media Luna plays Sat. at 7:30 p.m. in the piano bar. Pianist 
Dennis Crow plays Sun. at 5 p.m., Mon. at 10 p.m. and Fri. 
at 7 p.m. with singer Luis Villanueva. Salsa dancing/lessons 
is held on Wed. & Sun. at 8 p.m. on the upper terrace. 
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For tickets and show times, please stop by with Alex at the box office at The Palm Cabaret located at 508 Olas Altas in the 
Romantic Zone on the south side of town.  www.thepalmcabaret.com   Email: boxoffice@thepalmcabaret.com  Tel.: 222-0200

The Palm continues their 
long tradition of spectacular 
entertainment.  The variety and 
diversity of shows are certain to 
please any audience.  Check out 
the schedule online or visit the box 
office to find the entertainment that 
suits best. 

Feathered Beaus will be finishing 
with their last two shows.  Hailing 
from Chicago, three men sing and 
dance while a fourth plays the 
keyboard marvellously.  Three-part 
harmony is stupendous along with 
solos and duos.  Many songs come 
from cabaret shows and musicals, 
although a number are well-known 
and loved.  This season’s show is 
“guaranteed to tickle your fancy”.  
Shows are never the same since no 
one is certain what will be heard 
and seen nightly. 

Miss Conception has been 
selling out all shows so secure 
your seats as soon as possible.  
Hers is a show you do not want to 
miss.  Professionalism at its peak.  
Count the costume changes and 
then try at home.  Outfit one after 
the next are concealed under the 
top one, then revealed for a new 
character.  From her first show of 
the new season, our town demands 
an essential viewing.  Imagine 
characters becoming apparent right 

All at the Palm Cabaret & Bar

before your eyes.  Kevin Levesque 
has perfected his illusions and is 
a top professional.  Self-assured, 
confident and certain of the 
complicated staging: that is Kevin/
Miss Conception.

Amy returns with Livin’ La Diva 
Loca as our entertainment director 
presents different shows every 
week.  Check with the box office 
as to shows and dates.  She may 
be with Piel Canela, Nate Buccieri 
or Brandon & James.  Each show 
is different and remarkable.  In 
March, Amy is teaming up with her 
long time musical partner Freddy 
Allen.  Get your tickets now, as this 
show will surely sell out.  

Our lovely longtime local 
performer Kim Kuzma has two 
shows: Evolution which tells the 
story of her slow arduous climb to 
the top of the heap on Mondays and 
The 70’s Show on Thursdays with 
an added show on February 17, 
all teamed with Piel Canela.  In 
addition to some disco hits in the 
second show, she reprises standard 
pop tunes released in this time 
period.  Their new CD “Vivan Los 
70’s” is available at the box office.  
Kim’s wide-ranging vocals and 

energetic stage presence excel and 
delight.  Her richly talented sizzling 
ensemble is composed of the 
remarkable guitar stylings and 
vocals of Eduardo León, Fernando 
Huerta González on backup vocals 
and rhythm guitar and Luis 
Rascón on percussion and cello.  

Nate on the Keys is on February 
20.  Nate Buccieri is a piano 
expert who sings well-known 
songs and some new creations as 
he attacks his piano.  He is wild, 
energetic and absorbed; great fun 
to watch.  He writes clever and 
humorous lyrics certain to amuse 
the attendees. 

Branden & James finish their 
season here at The Palm Cabaret, 
their second home.  New show 
on February 24 will be “At 
the Corner of Symphony and 
Soul”.  The friendly talented duo 
performs two shows.  The cello 
brings classical into the mix with 
piano and two vocals covering 
pop, classics and rock. The two 
men bounce back and forth off each 
other.  One can tell that they are 
very comfortable with themselves 
and are partners. 

Our venue’s house band is Gypsy 

Rumba and with one visit you will 
understand why they are loved 
and enjoyed. They combine Latin 
with gypsy, pop and original 
compositions.  Cheko Ruíz and 
Alex González are the root basis of 
the band with each member adding 
musical finesse to the overall tight 
sound.  They rock the venue room 
and stir the bodies of the listeners.

Tres Locos Amigos is show that 
brings the best of Puerto Vallarta 
talent onto one stage.  Kim Kuzma, 
Amy Armstrong, Nate Buccieri and 
Piel Canela, put together a show is 
so rarely seen.  The best of the best 
make you laugh, cry and wonder 
why a show like this happens for 
infrequently.   

Coming soon: Eric Krop returns 
here after last year’s successes 
here.  He is an award-winning 
singer, songwriter, pianist and 
musical director.  Eric possesses a 
fine high baritone where he can rise 
into the upper range with ease.  

The Evasons: for around 34 
years, Jeff and Tessa Evason have 
been performing mind games, 
describing peoples’ thoughts and 
dreams with a type of ‘magic’.  They 
perform ‘psychic entertainment’ 
dealing with the powers of the 
mind, which are vast.  This is a 
show which must be witnessed.
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ABOUT THE BOUTIQUE DINNER THEATRE
The theater is located upstairs at Nacho Daddy, 287 Basilio Badillo, in the Romantic Zone on the south side of town.

Theater and concert-lovers can also enjoy dinner an hour before each show.  Choose from Fillet Mignon, Chicken Cordon Bleu 
(with potato and vegetables), or a vegetarian Chile Relleno (with rice and beans). The delicious meals include a salad and dessert.  

Follow The Boutique Dinner Theatre on Facebook.  For tickets, go to www.btpv.org
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“Par for the Corpse,” going 
up March 8-24, is classic comedic 
“whodunnit,” with some surprising 
twists.  Barbara J. Harris is its director.

Catherine Caldera
Publicity Director

You may not recognize the 
name Jerry Herman, but you must 
have heard his music.  Herman penned 
the beloved songs for the legendary 
Broadway musicals, “Hello, Dolly!” 
“Mame,” and “La Cage Aux Folles.”

The Boutique’s “Musical Salute 
to Jerry Herman” stars seasoned 
performers Susan McCollom, 
Steven Murdoch, and Ralph 
Hyman.  The show opens at 6 
p.m. Sunday, Feb. 18, and runs 
for only five performances.  The 
closing show Feb. 25 is a benefit 
for the local children at Corazón de 
Niñas, and 100 percent of box office 
revenues, and audience donations, 
will be contributed to the non-profit.

Local actors Catalina 
Meders, Thomas Carroll, Liz 

Moher, and Frank Harrison star 
in “Coming apart,” directed 

by Lynne Dellinger.  It opens with 
a couple announcing to each other, 
simultaneously, “I want a divorce 

...”  It’s about falling in love, staying 
in love, and life choices.  “Coming 

Apart” plays Thursdays, Fridays and 
Saturdays, closing March 3.

Mikki Prost is a Puerto 
Vallarta singer, dancer and 
actress, who researches and 
stars in her own tribute shows.

“Patsy Cline’s Jukebox” is 
the seventh season she has been 
performing her show, honoring 
the country and western 
singing superstar.  This year’s 
twist is the jukebox format, in 
which audience members get 
to choose their favorite Patsy 
songs for Mikki to sing.  Each 
week is a different show, at 6 
p.m. Tuesdays, in February.  
Choose from a provided list of 
70-plus of Patsy Cline’s best-
loved tunes.

Mikki is known for her 
warm rapport with audiences, 
and she enjoys chatting with 
fans and sharing stories after 
performances. Watch for a 
special anniversary tribute show 
on March 5th, the day Patsy 
Cline died.  This will be Mikki 
Prost’s 6th year performing a 
special edition of her show.

TED Talk Tuesdays bring lovers 
of learning together, from 10 a.m. to 
12 noon.  A no-host breakfast menu, 
offered by the Nacho Daddy kitchen, 
features items like breakfast burritos. 
Coffee and all other beverages are 
available for purchase.

TED Talk Tuesdays offer insights 
and inspirations from local experts in 
a variety of fields and pursuits.

February 20: 
Sol Rose - Restaurateur, 

Singer, Stage Star.
“From Melodies to Meatloaf: 
How To Succeed in Business 

WITH Really Trying.”

March 6: Kay Nash, 
“Stop Chasing Your Mind.”

March 20: Rhonda Zarate, 
“Finding Your Happy.”

Garry Carson is host 
for Time2Play Open Mic 
Nights, where anyone can 
share their love of music and 
performing.  Admission is just 
50 pesos, free for anyone to takes 
the stage.  Open Mics are at 7 
p.m. Feb. 28, and March 14.

Bilingual host Carlos 
Navarro continues his 

popular “Connect With 
Mexico” discussion series 
at 2 p.m. Sundays. Gain a 

deeper understanding of the 
culture, art, politics, and more. 
Visit: connectwithmexico.com 

“Mexico Explained - 
In Plain English.”
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Puerto Vallarta’s newest musical sensation, Us Two, 
starts off our 2018 season 5 p.m. show series.  Puerto 
Vallarta has fallen in love with this dynamic and 
talented duo with their sexy styling, harmonious vocals 
and lively band.  As soon as they open their mouths, 
you will be mesmerized.  They sing remastered and 
unique arrangements of classic favorites, and people 
are raving about the absolute beauty of their sound.  
Not to mention they are gorgeous and funny!

What people are saying about “Us Two”:

TripAdvisor – 5 Stars – “Saw US TWO last night for 
the second time.  I have been to many shows in PV and 
this is by far the best I have seen.  Daniel and Noemi 
are cute and personable and extremely talented.  The 
show was enhanced by the back up band of excellent 
musicians.  It was a delightful evening.  If you see only 
one show in PV, this one should be it.  You will not be 
disappointed!” -  Michael P, 2/11/18

TripAdvisor – 5 Stars – “Dany & Noemi are 
amazing!  Amazing performance, if you want a fun 
time, this is definitely worthwhile.  Lots of classics, 
great performance.” - SusanW, Calgary, 2/6/18

TripAdvisor – 5 Stars – “My friends and I went to act 
II to see the group “Us Two”.  The stage show was great, 
amazing vocals with lots of classic songs everyone loves.  
We will come back again.  The venue was great as well.  
Easy to find a parking spot, a lounge area for pre and 
post show socializing and the room had three rows of 
seating so we were literally 5 feet away from the artists.  
Sound was perfect - not too loud.” - David P, 2/3/18 
”We went to see the 2017 season opener of “Us Two” 
Daniel and Noemi and their band at the Red Room.  
What an incredible show performed in a beautiful 
intimate setting.  Talent, energy, emotion and fun all 
in one fantastic package.  Who needs to go to Las 
Vegas when one can see a show of this quality right in 
the heart of “Old Town” Puerto Vallarta?  This show 
is “must do” for everyone visiting this beautiful city; 
the show will leave you amazed and feeling “up”.” - 
Vistarichard (TripAdvisor)

“This duo is an absolute must to see if you are visiting 
Puerto Vallarta... high energy, intimate, sensual... all that 
is needed to make their show incredibly enjoyable... it 
is a show you can see over and over without ever tiring 
of it... they’ve put everything they have into it... not to 
be missed....” - Robert D. (TripAdvisor)

New shows and a new time.

TripAdvisor – 5 Stars – “Daniel and Noemi are 
Awesome!  Us Two is one of the standout shows of 
the season.  Daniel and Noemi are talented singers 
and their chemistry onstage is very entertaining.  The 
packed audience was clearly enjoying every song 
and stood up at the end of the show with shouts for 
“one more”!  Sadly there was not time as another 
show was following theirs.  I highly recommend 
this show to everyone.”  - Ed G, PV, 2/9/18 
 (Please see Act II pages in this issue for additional 
info, address, phone, etc.)
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Sculpting Classes:
Beginner & Advanced: Classes run through February and March.

History in the Making:
Jim is donating “The Fisherman” to the city of Puerto Vallarta this 

May to commemorate its 100th year as a municipality.  This sculpture 
will also be installed in a prominent spot on the Malecon.  Limited 
edition miniature replicas of “The Fisherman” are also for sale at a 
reasonable pre-cast price.

Malecon Sunset Tour & Reception:
The Malecon Sunset Tour, led by Gary Thompson, starts at Galeria 

Pacifico,located at 174 Aldama at 6 p.m. and concludes with a cocktail 
reception at Demetro Galeria.  All donations from the tour go to Los 
Mangos Library.

You may not know his name, 
but it would be hard to miss his 
iconic sculptures on the Malecon 
and in Lazaro Cardenas Park. 

The “Vallarta Dancers”, 
installed on the Malecon, 
portrays the folkloric dancers of 
Jalisco and was donated to the 
city in 2006.  Inspired by the 
Xiutla dancers, it captures one of 
their classical moves in a study 
of movement and expression 
conveyed in a frozen moment of 
Mexican culture.  The colours 
and emotions of the dance are 
visible in their faces and in the 
tilt of their heads toward each 
other.  The multi-colored fanned 
skirt is flared in an expression of 
pride as the dance tells a story of 
courtship, costumes and culture.

Jim Demetro has an 
extraordinary gift as a sculptor 
and artist.  His sensitivity in 
being able to depict a scene and 
evoke his relationship to place 
is evident in his work.  Inspired 
by world travel and art, he left an 
established engineering career to 
pursue his passion.  He has been 
a sculptor for over 25 years and 
with more than 55 sculptures 
in public places, he is leaving 
his mark and deservedly was 
awarded a Lifetime Achievement 

DEMETRO GALERIA - EVENTS & INFO

Demetro Galeria is located at 169 Lazaro Cardenas, open Mon-Sat 11-7 p.m., Thurs: 11 a.m.-9 p.m. Closed Sundays.  
Tel.: 222-3411 Ext.601, US Cell 1-971 201-6998  Email: jimdemetro1@gmail.com

Arlene Pervin

award from Washington State. The 
“Washer Woman”, installed near Molino 
de Agua in 2008, sits with bowed head, 
her hands engaged in scrubbing clothes 
against the river rocks.  It is a scene 
captured from an earlier time in Vallarta, 
when women could be seen washing 
their clothes in the Rio Cuale.

“Andale Bernardo” was installed in the 
plaza of Lazaro Cardenas Park in 2014.  
It honors the past history of Vallarta and 
is dedicated to all the burros that built 
the city.  The scene shows a dog nipping 
at the back legs of a burro, a little boy 
standing in front, trying to entice the 
burro’s stubbornness with the reward of 

a carrot, and the burro, life-size 
and central to the sculpture.  You 
can sense the push and pull of this 
work, a metaphor for past, and 
present, as one takes a moment to 
see the realism in the burro’s eye. 

The life-size sculpture of 
Elizabeth Taylor and Richard 
Burton, placed at the entrance to 
Casa Kimberly in 2016, captures 
the fierce intensity of the couple’s 
passion and attraction toward 
each other.

In collaboration with his 
daughter Christina, Jim is 
working on his latest piece, “The 
Fisherman”, which also has a 
Vallarta story linked to it.  The 
public can make donations towards 
the cost of production of this life- 
size piece, and subsequently be 
part of history by adding a piece 
of clay to the sculpture. 

Demetro Galeria opened in 
November this year.  It is a 
lovely, open and bright space 
accommodating many of Jim’s 
sculptures as well as the work of 
several other local artists. 

The ability to transfer what 
is in the mind to a particular 
sculpture must all be in the hands 
and Jim Demetro has the hands to 
do just that.  He is a storyteller in 
bronzes.
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Act II is THE PLACE to go to see a show when you are in Puerto Vallarta!  With 3-5 shows every night to choose from, there is something 
for everyone! Our slate of shows start at 5 p.m. (every day except Sunday and Monday), we feature the best performers in the Banderas Bay!  

Many of these shows sell out, so check out the schedule below and don’t miss out!  Get your tickets today at act2pv.com! 

“Fantastic venue for the arts 
and entertainment - Always a 
great show and entertainment. 
Located in the romantic zone 
close to the beach, restaurants 
and bars.”  - Bill Williams, 
Houston, TripAdvisor 2/3/18

”Every Other Night in PV 
Found us at a Stage II Event! 
We planned in advance to see 
our fav: Rocky Horror Picture 
Show (Best cast overall I have 
ever seen for this show), and kept 
coming back for Hedda Lettuce, 
Woodstock, and Motown.  All 
5-star performances!  The nightly 
retention of shows featuring 
locals and expats is excellent; 
Great venues (3) and reasonably 
priced admission.  A must in 
PV if you are a musical/theatre 
buff.”  - Thomas P, St George, 
UT Trip Advisor 1/28/18

”First class! Over the past 
three weeks we have attended 
6 performances. All of them 
were first class! What talent and 
value for $25.!  The best value 
in PV!”  -Loreen C, Trip Advisor 
1/27/18

Sgt. Pepper’s 50th anniversary 
celebration with a live tribute show  

(California Dreamin’ and Woodstock will 
return the following week)

Friday, February 16 & Sunday, 
February 18 – 7 p.m.

“It was 50 years ago today” Sgt. 
Pepper’s 50th anniversary is celebrated 
in a live musical tribute to the 
BEATLES.  The songs from the Beatles 
historic album are performed LIVE 
by the singers, dancers, musicians and 
actors from last season’s Beatle hit 
“Come Together”.  SGT. PEPPER’S 
is musically inspiring, historically 
informative, hilarious, insightful and 
also includes your favorite BEATLE 
songs from Beatlemania and their 
solo hits.  So join the fun... reminisce, 
sing along, dance and get high with a 
little help from your friends in SGT. 
PEPPER’S LONELY HEARTS 
CLUB BAND and “we hope you will 
enjoy the show!”

starring DELIGHTED TOBEHERE 
as seen on America’s Got Talent!

 Direct from New York City! 
A 6-show LIMITED ENGAGEMENT!  

Back by popular demand!
(OPENING NIGHT) Saturday, 

February 17 - 9:30 p.m.
Continuing Shows:  February 20, 24, 27 

& March 3, 6 - 9:30 p.m. 

The circus is coming to Puerto 
Vallarta! Simply follow the signs to 
Act II Stages to find your Ringmaster 
for the night, Delighted Tobehere, in 

her new show, “BIG TOP!”  She’s 
as hilarious as a pie in the face, 
graceful as an elephant in a tutu, and 
as beautiful as a bearded woman - 
freshly shaved!  Come see why this 
award-winning queen travels the 
world sharing her message of love and 
positivity through comedy and song!

“Great Show. Intimate setting, 
perfect for an evening of entertainment. 
Highly recommended. Informative, 
entertaining and extremely 
interactive with the performer. His 
voice is fabulous too.” (TripAdvisor) 
”I attended Delighted Tobehere 
‘s performance in Puerto Vallarta 
tonight and I was indeed delighted!  
Funny, poignant, engaging - the 
audience members had a blast. I 
learned a lot too!” (Trip Advisor)

starring DEBBY HOLIDAY, international 
singer/songwriter with 15 Billboard 

Top 20 Dance Club Chart Hits 
Opening Night: - February 20, 

Party 6:30 p.m. / Show 7:30 p.m.
Continuing Shows - February 22, 24, 27 

& March 1, 3 - 7:30 p.m.

Back by popular demand, DEBBY 
HOLIDAY, international singer / 
songwriter with 15 Billboard Top 

20 Dance Club Chart Hits, returns 
to the Red Room for her 2nd season!  
With her unique vocal talents, Debby 
performs non-stop, high energy 
dance music, as well as heavy 
rock ‘n roll and classic standards. 
Debby has been involved in the 
music industry since she was a little 
girl.  Her father, Jimmy Holiday, was 
a passionate and soulful artist who had 
several hit singles and co-wrote many 
hit songs.  Debby’s unique sound 
is a mixture of soul and rock.  She 
started to write songs at the age of 
13 and broke into the dance scene 
and the Billboard Top 10 in 2004 
with her songs, “Dive” and “Half a 
Mile Away”.  Debby has shared the 
stage with legendary recording artists 
such as John Waite and Rod Stewart, 
appearing on several television 
programs including The View, The 
Rosie O’Donnell Show and The David 
Letterman Show. During her career, 
Debby has toured and opened for rock 
superstars including Joe Walsh, Rod 
Stewart and Kiss.

“A fiery voice that saddles the rock/
soul fence … positively uplifting.” ~ 
Michael Paoletta, Billboard Magazine

“Her music is a mixture of soul and 
rock, and she is fierce!” ~ Deborah 
Dachinger, 92.5 KYHY FM
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Continued on next page...

Friday, February 16
“Legends” Paul Fracassi – 5 p.m.
(2 nights only!) “Sgt. Pepper’s” 50-year 
anniversary special Beatles tribute show  7 p.m.
“The Tina Turner Tribute Show,” 
starring Diana Villamonte – 7:30 p.m.
Hedda Lettuce  – 9:30 p.m. 
 
Saturday, February 17
Us Two – 5 p.m.
“Xanadu” – 7 p.m.
(Closing Night) 
Levi Kreis “Piano Men” – 7:30 p.m.
(Opening Night) 
Delighted Tobehere  - 9:30 p.m. 
(Late Night Show) 
“Rocky Horror Show” – 10 p.m. 
 
Sunday, February 18
(2 nights only!) “Sgt. Pepper’s” 50-year 
anniversary special Beatles tribute show  7 p.m.
“Stayin’ Alive, a Bee Gees Tribute Show,” 
starring Paul Fracassi – 7:30 p.m.
Dueling Drag Divas – 9:30 p.m. 
 
Monday, February 19 
(Last Show!) “The Gabest Show on 
Earth,” starring Gabe Arciniega - 5 p.m.
“Some Enchanted Evening,” A Musical 
Review of Rodgers & Hammerstein – 7 p.m.
Us Two - 7:30 p.m.
Mama Tits – 9:30 p.m. 
 
Tuesday, February 20 
Hedda Lettuce – 5 p.m. 
“Xanadu” – 7 p.m.
(Opening Night) Debby Holiday - 7:30 p.m.
Delighted Tobehere – 9:30 p.m. 
 
Wednesday, February 21
Mama Tits – 5 p.m. 
(Last Show!) “Xanadu” – 7 p.m.
“Walk Like a Man,” 
starring Paul Fracassi – 7:30 p.m.
Dueling Drag Divas – 9:30 p.m.
 
Thursday, February 22
“Motown and Beyond,” 
starring Diana Villamonte – 5 p.m.
“Rocky Horror Show” – 8 p.m.
Debby Holiday - 7:30 p.m.
Hedda Lettuce – 9:30 p.m.  

The Tina Turner show sold out opening 
night with 2nd show sold out within hours 
of first reviews!  starring Reality TV star 

(and Vallarta’s #1 singing sensation) 
Diana Villamonte

Every Friday - 7:30 p.m.

Remember What’s Love Got to 
Do with It, Simply the Best, River 
Deep Mountain High, Fool in Love, 
Nutbush City Limits, and many, 
many more?   Reality TV Star and 
SINGING SENSATION, Diana 
Villamonte, one of the most talented 
entertainers who has ever crossed our 
stage, and has been starring all season 
to sold-out audiences in “Motown and 
Beyond!” now stars in “Simply the 
Best: The Tina Turner Tribute Show” - 
a dream come true for Act II!  Diana’s 
high energy, powerful vocals, and 
captivating personality will make 
this a breath-taking and spectacular 
show!  She will win your heart and 
you will never forget the talent of this 
sensational young singer!  This show 
is a must-see for ALL AGES!

“Absolutely blown away tonight by 
the “Tina Turner” show at ActII!  No 
idea where that little dynamic body 
can produce such an amazing voice! 
Back-up band is awesome! Couple of 
surprises in the show! Not telling! Go 
see for yourself! Diana Villamonte is 
“Simply the Best”!!  - Mary Zack, 
Puerto Vallarta

“... Turner show! Great show. 
Loved the Motown show as well. 
Do not miss either one.” - Barry 

Schafer, Toronto, Canada 
“Last night we saw a new super 
star at ACT2. Her name is Dianna 
Villamonte. We’ve seen her before. 
This time she had a live band and she 
was GREAT!  One of the highlights 
of the show, for me, was when she 
brought her mother on stage and they 
sang together.  Only wish she stayed 
longer.” - Carlo Gagliano, PV 
“Diana Villamonte continues to 
please audiences with her new show 
-Tina Turner!  The Red Room presents 
this companion show to her highly 
successful Motown show.  Every time 
that I’ve seen Diana she has received 
a standing ovation.” - Ed Gill, PV

- ONLY 1 SHOW LEFT! 
Starring GABE ARCINIEGA, currently 

starring as Dr. Frankenfurter in 
“Rocky Horror Show” 

LAST SHOW Monday, February 19 - 5 p.m. 

Never before have we had so 
many people begging us for a 
repeat performance of a Red Room 
show.  Well, you asked, and we 
listened!  Act II is excited to confirm 
that Gabe Arciniega, currently 
starring as Dr. Frankenfurter in 
Rocky Horror Show, will present his 
highly-successful “The Gabest Show 
on Earth” ONLY 1 SHOW LEFT 
on Monday, February 19 at 5 p.m. 
During this past summer, Act II created 
the “Spotlight on Vallarta” series of 
cabaret acts, which highlighted the 
local talent of Puerto Vallarta.  Gabe 
Arciniega thrilled sold-out audiences 
with his astounding “The Gabest Show 
on Earth!”  This theatrical triumph, 
which was produced, directed, and 

co-written by the fabulous Alfonso 
Lopez, was filled with beautiful 
music, poignant stories, incredible 
comedy, exuberant dancing and lots 
of GOSSIP about his days of touring 
with “Koochi-Koochi” Charo!

(FINAL SHOWS!) 
The Hit Broadway Musical stage play 

that everyone is talking about! 
February 17, 20, 21 – 7 p.m.

Xanadu is the irresistible Broadway 
Musical/Comedy, based on the 
1980 cult classic film, Xanadu, that 
featured Olivia Newton-John.  This 
Tony Award-nominated, roller 
skating, (yes, there are roller skates!) 
musical adventure about following 
your dreams is hilarity on wheels for 
adults, children and anyone who has 
ever wanted to feel inspired.  Xanadu 
follows the journey of a magical and 
beautiful Greek muse, Kira, who 
descends from the heavens of Mount 
Olympus to Venice Beach, California 
in 1980.  She is on a quest to inspire 
a struggling artist, Sonny, to achieve 
the greatest artistic creation of all time 
– the first ROLLER DISCO! (Hey, 
it’s 1980!)  But, when Kira falls into 
forbidden love with the mortal, Sonny, 
her jealous sisters take advantage of 
the situation, and chaos abounds.

Reviews of Xanadu: 
5 stars TripAdvisor - “better than 
the movie! OMG and LMAO is how 
I describe this hilarious, funny, and 
exciting stage show. I can’t believe 
the incredible amount of talent and 
staging that went into this show. 
Beautifully painted backdrops! 
The stage looks like a 1980’s roller 
rink! Roller skates! Smoke, thunder, 
lightening, moving lights and MUSIC!  
This was a non stop musical with 
incredible singing and is a must see 
if you are in Puerto Vallarta!  FUN 
FUN FUN!”  - HJRoss, 2/6/2018  
”... a fun free-spirited romp in 
fantasyland suitable for audiences of 
all ages.  Children would be enthralled 
with the activities before their eyes.  
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Everyone can sing along to the tunes 
which many in attendance recall from 
35 years ago … a cohesive evening of 
joyous entertainment for anyone who 
attends this musical play.”  - Gary 
Beck, Beck’s Best, PV 

5 stars TripAdvisor - “Not just 
for adults!! Most shows are geared 
towards mature audiences, but 
XANADU is also for younger crowds 
as well! A group of us young and old 
went to opening night, and we were 
all entertained and had fun! The cast 
did a fabulous job...it was not like the 
movie...a fun night!! I recommend 
seeing it!”  - Victoria R, Las Vegas 

5 stars TripAdvisor – “Xanadu 
is pure fun! I just loved it! It was so 
creative and colorful, and the cast 
seemed to be having so much fun, 
too! The story is fast-paced, corny, 
with lots of humor, and the audience 
experienced gut-busting laughter from 
start to finish! KUDOS to the entire 
cast! What a FUN evening! This show 
is a MUST-SEE in Puerto Vallarta! 
I’ll be back to Act II soon!”  - Becca 
Barnes, Santa Monica California

…SELLING OUT every week! 
Every Thursday – 7 p.m. 

Every Saturday – 10 p.m. (LATE SHOW)  
Vallarta has fallen in love with the 
“Rocky Horror Show”…. Again!

“The Rocky Horror Show” is now 
playing to packed audiences and rave 
reviews! This ultra-campy cult classic 
has taken Vallarta by storm! It is a 
humorous tribute to the science fiction 
and horror B movies of the late 1940s 
through the early 1970’s!  

It tells the story of a newly engaged 
couple getting caught in a storm and 
finding themselves at the home of a 
mad transvestite scientist, Dr. Frank 
N. Furter. The audience screams 
and yells throughout the show, and 
everyone has an absolute blast!  Rocky 
Horror is the #1 ATTRACTION in 
Puerto Vallarta! 

(See separate page in this issue for 
more info)

Starring MAMA TITS 
(Continues to sell out every week)! 

Live singing, stories, and side-splitting 
comedy, featuring drag diva, Mama Tits 

Every Monday – 9:30 p.m.
Every Wednesday – 5 p.m. 

In this all-new drag show, “Big 
and Loud,” Mama Tits is guaranteed 
to take you on a wild journey, 
complete with incredible live singing, 
hilarious stories, and side-splitting 
comedy!  This year, Mama Tits has 
turned things up a notch, too, by adding 

A musical tribute to the Mamas & Papas 
Already … selling out each week! 

Every Friday  – 7 p.m.  
(*No show on Friday, February 16)

Due to popular request, Rhonda 
Padmos and Don Pope are bringing 
their ever-popular CALIFORNIA 
DREAMIN’ show back to the Main 
Stage!!  This show is a tribute to the 
unforgettable music of the Mamas and 
Papas. California Dreamin’ features 
LIVE MUSIC, with four singers 
portraying the characters of the original 
band members, Cass Elliot, Michelle 
Phillips, John Phillips, and Denny 
Doherty.  Rhonda Padmos and Don 
Pope are well- known musicians from 
Canada who arrived in Puerto Vallarta 
in the 1980’s as guest musicians on the 
television show, THE LOVE BOAT. 
“Went to see California Dreamin last 
night. Fun night Good presentation of 
the Mamas and Papas. The gal playing 
Cass Elliot killed it. Get there 30 to 
40 minutes before Showtime to get a 
good draw for seating.”  - Kent C, Fort 
Dodge, IA 2/10/18

featuring Emmy Award Winner, 
CHI CHI RONES, and JO ANNA
A hilarious evening of all-live 

singing and comedy. 
Every Sunday & Wednesday – 9:30 p.m.

They’re BAAAAACK!!! Emmy 
Award Winner, Chi Chi Rones, and 
NY Times-Acclaimed Impressionist, 
Jo Anna, return to Puerto Vallarta 
for their 5th season together as THE 
DUELING DRAG DIVAS. Their all-
new show opens December 31st in The 
Red Room at 9:30 p.m.. This is an all-
live SINGING and COMEDY cabaret 
show and is guaranteed to make you 
laugh. Although both are acclaimed 
vocal impressionists in their own 
right, Chi Chi and Jo Anna approach 
the celebrities they impersonate from 
different perspectives. Where Jo Anna 
is the more zany, crazy, campy one, Chi 
Chi is the more glamorous, legendary 
diva. Together, they are a force to be 
reckoned with… a perfect storm.

live accompaniment! Mama Tits is one 
of the top drag divas of Puerto Vallarta 
and Seattle, with sold-out shows 
almost every night. She is known for 
her buttery smooth voice and soulful 
blues sound.  Her shows have become 
a notorious “destination,” forever 
changing drag cabaret entertainment! 
5 stars TripAdvisor - “If you are 
looking for an evening of authentic 
entertainment, look no further. Mama 
Tits delivers. This year her show is 
better than ever. You will leave feeling 
energized and empowered. The setting 
at Act II provides an intimate setting 
in the Red Room, with excellent bar 
service as well.”  - Dave M, 2/6/18

5 stars TripAdvisor - “Wow!!! What 
a fantastic place to see a show! My 
husband and I were very entertained!  
Mama Tits took us through a whole range 
of emotions with her LIVE singing drag 
performance!  We laughed.  We cried.  
We were just a hot mess, but in such a 
good way I would highly recommend 
her if you get the chance! Thank you so 
much to Act II and Mama Tits for making 
our day! We will definately be back!” - 
crimsoncubdfw, Mentor-on-the-Lake, 
Oh, 1/31/18

Starring the one-and-only HEDDA 
LETTUCE. Storytelling, ribald stand-up 

comedy, and live singing.
Thursdays & Fridays – 9:30 p.m.

Tuesdays – 5 p.m.

Hedda Lettuce, six-time Drag 
Queen of the Year Award-winner (HX 
magazine) and the legendary “green 
goddess” of drag, will glamorize 
another winter in Puerto Vallarta 
as she dishes out a tossed salad of 
improvisational comedy, sultry songs, 
and dazzling gowns. And it’s entirely 
fat-free! She tosses out a night of 
storytelling, ribald stand-up comedy, 
and live (not lip-synched) singing. 
Her show includes her nationally-
acclaimed original comedic music that 
is peppered with parodies of old-time 
favorites and startling satire. Expect a 
night of side-splitting laughter from 
Hedda Lettuce, one of New York 
City’s premier drag queens.

Paul Fracassi, one of Act II’s 
most popular and talented headliner 
artists, has created a brand-new show 
called “Stayin’ Alive,” a tribute to 
one of his favorite 70’s groups, The 
Bee Gees!  Paul is the consummate 
performer.  This “Jersey Kid” from 
Toronto, Canada, bounds onto the 
stage and effortlessly reaches soaring 
high notes that send chills and thrills 
throughout his audience. Paul managed 
to create a big fuss in Canada as a 
finalist in “Canadian Idol.”  Shortly 
thereafter, he created a “big fuss” 
in Puerto Vallarta, too, as we fell in 
love with this wonderful, new singing 
sensation!  His signature high notes 
have helped him create an amazing 
likeness to music of The Bee Gees. You 
will definitely find yourself singing and 
swaying along to the sounds of The 
Bee Gees’ beloved music.

A musical tribute to the legendary 70’s 
music group, The Bee Gees (and all 
the great falsetto singers of all time), 

featuring PAUL FRACASSI
Every Sunday  – 7:30 p.m.
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Act II is very excited about its 
2017-2018 season! Featuring 
over 45 different shows, many of 
Vallarta’s favorites have already 
returned to our stages, but there 
are some hot, new surprises 
in store, too!  Act II is also 
grateful to Georgia Darehshori, 
of Casa Karma Boutique Hotel, 
for always providing the best 
accommodations for our guest-
starring performers, such as Lorena 
Peril, Steve Grand and Donny 
Most from TV’s “Happy Days.” 
Check out www.casakarma.net 
for room availability.  Day passes 
are also available to the public, 
and you can enjoy the beautiful 
oceanfront bar and pool AND 
hang out with the stars!

 
For a complete description of 

all our upcoming shows, go to 
www.act2pv.com  The Act II 
Entertainment Stages complex is 
located upstairs at 330 Insurgentes 
330 (corner of Basilio Badillo 
in the Romantic Zone on the 
south side of town.  Tel.: 222-
1512.  Tickets can be purchased 
at www.act2pv.com or at our box 
office which opens daily at 10 a.m. 
There is a second box office across 
the street from Garbo’s on Pulpito 
Street in the Romantic Zone.

The amazingly talented Diana 
Villamonte presents “Motown and 
Beyond!” a musical tribute to the 
great ladies of Motown and Beyond, 
such as Diana Ross, Shirley Bassey, 
Whitney Houston, Anita Ward, Etta 
James, Nina Simone, Aretha Franklin 
and Donna Summer!

This young lady is one of the most 
talented people that has ever crossed 
our stage!  After a sold-out preview 
of her show this past summer, she was 
described as “powerful, charming, 
beautiful, stunning, polished, 
mesmerizing and stunning.” She blew 
the audience away with her huge vocals 
and passionate interpretations, she 
grabbed the audience and never let go.

5 stars TripAdvisor - “Diana 
Villamonte was amazing...what a 
gorgeous voice! She did Diana Ross, 
Donna Summers, Michael Jackson, 
Whitney Houston, Shirley Bassey... 
amazing! They even offer free popcorn 
at the show!”  - Ellen H, London, 
Canada 1/27/18

“Excellent show from great talent...  
Great energy, star quality...we are 
fortunate to have her perform in PV!” 
- cjhillcj, 1/3/18

(The biggest hit of the Season!) 
A musical tribute to the great leading ladies 

of Motown, featuring Diana Villamonte 
Every Thursday – 5 p.m.

The uber-talented musical duo 
of Rhonda Padmos and Don Pope 
have created a brand-new show this 
season that’s sure to bring back lots of 
memories!  It’s called WOODSTOCK 
69, a festival of LIVE MUSIC and peace, 
featuring the music of the unforgettable 
women of Woodstock… Janis Joplin, 
Joan Baez, Grace Slick, Melanie, and 
Nancy Evins.  It also features the music 
of Jimmy Hendrix, Ritchie Havens, 

opens to rave reviews! 
… Don and Rhonda do it again! 

A musical tribute to the music of the 
unforgettable women of Woodstock, 
featuring the live music of Rhonda 

Padmos and Don Padmos 
Every Sunday  – 7 p.m. 

(*No show on Sunday, February 18)

“Legends,” a stunning tribute 
to some of your favorite singers, 

Starring renowned soprano, 
Vanessa Amaro, from the national 
conservatory of music, Alfonso 
López, a classically-trained musician/
singer with a Master’s in music, 
Hal Bonta, and Kami Desilets, two 
veteran stage actors with hundreds of 
Broadway musicals on their resumes. 
Some Enchanted Evening is directed 
by Alfonso López.  (See separate page 
for more info, reviews, etc.)

(Continues to perform to sold-out 
houses.  Extended by popular demand) 

A Musical Revue of the composers, 
Rodgers & Hammerstein’s, Best Music.

Every Monday – 7 p.m.

 (with a special tribute to Roy Orbison)
Music from the legends of the 50’s and 
60’s, featuring Canadian Idol Finalist, 

PAUL FRACASSI
Every Friday – 5 p.m.

Our beloved Sutton Lee Seymour 
has returned for her 3rd highly-
anticipated season in Vallarta! As 
one of the most popular, SOLD-OUT 
shows at Act II, this one-woman, 
comedic dynamo performs and spoofs 
everything from Disney, Broadway, 
and Hollywood, to impersonating 
celebrities like Carol Channing, 
Joan Rivers, Liza Minnelli, Barbra 
Streisand, and many more.  Known 
as the “Robin Williams of Drag,” 
(TripAdvisor) and “….one of the 
best and brightest drag talents in New 
York City (Huffington Post), Sutton 
Lee is known for taking full-length 
musicals and movies and condensing 
them down to a 5-minute ROMP OF 
HILARITY!  Her show is a must-see 
for more SHE-nanigans.

A fast-paced, mad-cap comedic romp 
through Broadway, Disney, and Hollywood, 

starring the one-and-only Sutton Lee 
Seymour, “Queen of Broadway!”

Every Tuesday & Saturday – 9:30 p.m.

featuring DANIEL CELIS and NOEMI 
PLASCENCIA... and their LIVE BAND!

Remastered arrangements of classic favorites. 
Mondays in February at 7:30 p.m.

Every Saturday  – 5 p.m.  
(See separate page for more info, reviews, etc.)

The music of Frankie Valli and the 
Four Seasons, featuring Canadian Idol 

Finalist, PAUL FRACASSI 
Every Wednesday – 7:30 p.m.   

(See separate page for more info, reviews, etc.)

Sweetheart, Arlo Guthrie, Santana, 
Country Joe MacDonald, The Who, Ravi 
Shankar, Jefferson Airplane, Creedence 
Clearwater Revival, Joni Mitchell, 
Crosby, Stills, Nash and Young, 
and Bob Dylan, and THE BAND! 
“Just what I needed tonight! A lapse 
back to Woodstock! Fun show! When I 
feel blue...or angry...or sad about our 
world...I play Woodstock tracks to listen 
to. It was about love...fighting oppression 
and hate...peace..freedom .and so much 
more. It has always inspired me. Thank 
you all in the cast!”  - Francine Peters, 
Puerto Vallarta

including Elvis Presley, Frankie Valli, 
Frank Sinatra, Davy Jones, Buddy 
Holly, Bobby Darin and more.  You 
will definitely find yourself singing 
along and swaying in your seat to 
this memorable music.  Paul bounds 
onto the stage and effortlessly reaches 
soaring high notes that send chills and 
thrills throughout his audience.  He 
has added new excitement to his shows 
with back-up singers and Vegas-style 
costumes that truly complement his 
engaging delivery.  (See separate page 
for more info, reviews, etc.)
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The talent on our stage with “Some 
Enchanted Evening” is like no other night in 
the history of Act II Entertainment Stages.  
Starring renowned Soprano, Vanessa 
Amaro, from the national conservatory of 
music, Alfonso López a classically trained 
musician/singer with a Masters in music, 
Hal Bonta, and Kami Desilets, two veteran 
stage actors with hundreds of Broadway 

Musicals on their resumes, and directed by Alfonso López.  More so than 
any composer and lyricist who have written for the stage, the songs of 
Rodgers & Hammerstein have become an integral part of our everyday 
lives. This stunning collection of Rodgers & Hammerstein compositions 
places four of PV’s best singers on the stage together.  It is truly a night 
to remember, as you re-live all your favorite songs from the best musicals 
of all time!

Read what people are saying about “Some Enchanted Evening”
TripAdvisor – 5 Stars – “Entertaining evening!  Thoroughly 

enjoyed Some Enchanted Evening. First time to attend a show at this 
venue... will definitely be back soon!” - chtulare, San Diego, 2/6/18

“Act ll - Smash hit, ‘Some Enchanted Evening!’ Fabulous, just 
fantastic music. The performers did an exquisite job... and earned a 
standing ovation. We loved it!”  - Bobbie Audell 

“Despite being an ‘Opening Night’ season ticket holder, I have 
repeatedly expressed, that I generally prefer waiting a few shows to 
allow all of the kinks and glitches to be worked out. I will say, without 
question, this was the best opening night performance I have seen. As I 
said on another post. Broadway quality!”  - Jim Davis 

“This Show, ‘Some Enchanted Evening,’ profiled 4 of the biggest 
voice with songs that brought back So many memories. Songs I bet most 
of us had not heard or sung in many years. The simplicity of the stage 
was perfect for showcasing the fabulous costumes and Voices. From 
the first note till the last note it was superbly performed by 4 incredible 
performers that had everyone applauding loudly after every song.  
Director and cast Alfonso López, Kami Desilets, Vane Vera Amaro, Hal 
Bonta, WELL DONE and another Must See Show.” - David Wilhoit 

“If you love music, if you love Rogers & Hammerstein, if you love 
excellent talent, if you’re looking for a fabulous way to spend an 
evening, then you MUST see SOME ENCHANTED EVENING at Act 
II. Impressive that these 4 talented performers, Vanessa Amaro, Hal 
Bonta, Kami Desilets & Alfonso López sang 57 Show tunes!!  You will 
be swept away in memories.” - Tricia Lyman

“Thrilling performances by all 4 singers. The harmonies, the staging, 
all combined to do justice to the greatest American songbook ever! 
Rush to see it before it’s gone.” - Rob Burton

A Musical Revue of the music of composers, 
Rodgers & Hammerstein

Feb.19 & 26, Mar. 5, 12, 19 & 26 – 7 p.m.

Called the best opening night in Act II History…

Vallarta has fallen in love with the 
“Rocky Horror Show”…. Again!
Act II’s “The Rocky Horror Show” 

has been playing to packed audiences 
and rave reviews!  This ultra-campy 
cult classic has taken Vallarta by 
storm and is a humorous tribute to the 
science fiction and horror B movies 
of the late 1940s through the early 
1970’s!  It tells the story of a newly 
engaged couple getting caught in a 
storm and finding themselves at the 
home of a mad transvestite scientist, 
Dr. Frank N. Furter.  

“Rocky Horror Show” is hilarious, 
gripping and haunting, all at the 
same time.  Many in the audiences 
have come clad in their favorite cult 
“Rocky” garb, and everyone loves 
the audience participation of shout-
outs and props!  This incredible 
show is directed by the amazing 
and talented Alfonso López, with 
choreography by Kami Desilets. 
This is a “must see” event in Puerto 
Vallarta! After you have seen it once, 
you will talk about it for the rest of 
your life!

More great  “Rocky” 
reviews!  Read all about it!    

“... Rocky Horror Picture Show 
-which is still playing- is NOT 
to be missed. Lively and totally 
entertaining, even for someone 
who is not a fan of the movie. It’s 
worth going twice!  Any show we 

have been to has been fabulous, 
entertaining and worth every cent!” 
- Spinsv, TripAdvisor, 1/17/18

“The show was outstanding!  So 
much crowd interaction!  One of 
the best Rocky Horror shows I have 
ever seen!  Act II entertainment is an 
absolute must while you’re in PV!” - 
Carrie B, TripAdvisor, 1/13/18

“Our first time at Act II, and 
wow it was the BEST attraction we 
did in PV! The theatre as a venue 
was excellent. Clean, beautifully 
decorated and very attentive staff. 
The Rocky Horror Picture Show 
was incredible. The cast was very 
talented, and I cannot wait to come 
back next year and see what shows 
are playing. I will…” lhayward2018, 
TripAdvisor, 1/18/18

“Six of us took in this wonderful 
show.  Having been here for 4 years, 
this was my first visit and will not be 
my last.  The chairs are comfortable 
and the room is small and intimate 
so every seat is great!  The owner 
stepped in as the narrator and did 
an excellent job.  What a great end 
to the evening to get up close and 
personally thank the cast for their 
wonderful talent!  A must see show 
while here in PV!” - Jazz2you, 
TripAdvisor, 1/12/18

See Act II pages for info re 
location, schedule, tel. no, email, etc.

… Still selling out houses every week!
A Musical Comedy/Science Fiction Stage Play

Every Thursday at 7 p.m. and every Saturday at 10 p.m.  
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on top of the world 
in his 4th season performing 

in The Red Room 
at Act II Stages

Paul Fracassi, one of Act II’s most 
popular and talented artists, returns to Act 
II for his fourth consecutive year, after a 
record-breaking season last winter!  His 
very popular shows, Legends, Walk Like a 
Man and 20th Century Crooners, sold more 
tickets than any other performer in Vallarta 
history!  Paul is the consummate performer.  
He bounds onto the stage and effortlessly 
reaches soaring high notes that send chills and 
thrills throughout his audience.  He has added 
new excitement to his shows with backup 
singers and Vegas-style costumes that truly 
complement his engaging delivery.

This “Jersey Kid” from Toronto, Canada, 
managed to create a big fuss up in Canada as a 
finalist in “Canadian Idol.”  Shortly thereafter, 
he created a “big fuss” in Puerto Vallarta, too, as 
we fell in love with this wonderful, new singing 
sensation!  Legends of the 50’s and 60’s is a 
stunning tribute to some of his favorite singers, 
including Elvis, Frankie Valli, Frank Sinatra, 
Davy Jones, Buddy Holly, Bobby Darin, Roy 
Orbison and more.  You will definitely find 
yourself singing along and swaying in your seat 
to this memorable music!

And… with a change in schedule to start the 
New Year, Paul will add a brand new show, a 
tribute to the music of the Bee Gees, Stayin’ 
Alive!  Watch this space.

Paul’s shows sell out quickly, so it’s a good 
idea to get your tickets now.  Read what people 
are saying about him…

5 Stars - TripAdvisor – “Amazing!  We saw 
Paul Fracassi – Walk Like a Man.  So good!  He 
was such a great singer and entertainer and I was 
smiling the entire show.  I highly recommend it.” 
- ChrisAndKarenJ, Vancouver, 2/8/18

“Last year we were told to go to see Paul 
Fracassi...  We were thoroughly entertained 
from start to finish.  He not only has a fabulous 
voice, but also has an uncanny ability to draw 
the entire audience in... my only complaint is 
that it didn’t last longer!” - TripAdvisor

5 Stars – TripAdvisor – “Attended this show 
last night and I must say it was like slipping back 
to the early 60’s.  Paul has an air about the way he 
comes across on stage.  He is funny, has a great 
voice & really brings the Four Seasons to life.  
He also has another show 20th Century Crooners 
on Sunday night & we will attend it also.  Paul 
is a “must see” while in Puerto Vallarta.  A great 
evening. Act II Stages nailed it with Paul!”

5 Stars – TripAdvisor – “Paul Fracassi 
deserves special attention.  His show Walk 
Like A Man takes you to an era of never to be 
forgotten “golden oldies” was good, but Paul 
hits the notes even better!  He has us dancing 
in our seats.  His next show The Crooners is 
a must for us... the American Songbook of 
great classics.  The Red Room cabaret setting 
takes you nearly on stage and has a great sound 
system.  With two fabulous background singers 
it’s a memorable evening for the 60’s show.”

TripAdvisor – 5 Stars – “Act II so much 
fun... A must night out.  We saw ‘Walk Like 
A Man...’ This was a great show, Paul gives a 
great run of the Four Seasons songs.  We would 
certainly love to attend other shows at the Act 
II.”  - Beema, Michigan, 2/3/18

“Paul Fracassi does an amazing performance 
of Frankie Valli. His voice is spectacular and he 
has the dance moves down pat.  A great show.  
Have always enjoyed the entertainment at Act 
II.  Great staff, excellent venue and a wonderful 
night out.” - MacInk, TripAdvisor 12/5/17

“Oh what a night” was the perfect ending to 
another stellar performance by Paul Fracassi.  
Oh what a show ....giving, at its best.  Paul and 
Camilla gave their all and then some in this 
very high energy production.  The audience was 
thoroughly engaged and the evening culminated 
in many enthusiastic fans joining them on stage, 
driven by the fervor of the moment ....of course 
I was among them.  I urge everyone to see this.” 
- Georgia Darehshori

“Paul Fracassi did his show at The Red Room 
Cabaret … New songs, original songs that he 
has written and some of the best voice I have 
heard from Paul Fracassi, ever.  He was totally 
in his element showing the showmanship that 
he offers every show.  BUT tonight was even 
more special because this lovely, caring man, 
gave every peso of his evening to the Banderas 
Women’s Shelter… People were dancing on 
stage and the whole The Red Room Cabaret 
was rocking and singing and clapping…  Paul 
Fracassi is an Entertainer’s Entertainer, his 
music came from the heart and he showed it so 
brightly tonight.  Enough from me, go see his 
2 shows weekly, “20th Century Crooners” and 
“Walk Like a Man”, both at 7:30 at The Red 
Room Cabaret . “Oh What A Night! – David 
Wilhoit

(See Act II pages in this issue for location, 
schedule, tel. no., email, etc.)
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Joe Harrington

Is an internationally published author and 
documentary film director.  He can be 
reached with suggestions or criticisms at 
JoeMovieMadness@Yahoo.com.  
Artwork by Bob Crabb.

Joe Harrington
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MOVIES: One thing I love about 
February is the Academy Awards are 
coming.  Most people love movies 
and love even more talking about 
them.  For instance, my favorite 
place for a quick lunch in Puerto 
Vallarta is Derby Burger – if you are 
facing the Los Muertos Pier from Los 
Arcos then about thirty feet forward 
on your left is the restaurant’s sign 
that leads you to a quant courtyard 
and delicious food.  I owned a bar 
and grill for thirty years in San 
Francisco’s financial district and 
learned early that three things you 
must provide to be successful is 
quality, friendliness and consistency.  
This place understands that.  

Year after year I have returned 
and those essential qualities have 
always been there.  Anyway, I went 
in last Sunday and the owners, 
Walter Thomas and Carlos Avila 
Uribe came over and asked if I had 
seen The Shape of Water.  This led 
to an immediate conversation about 
the director, which led to Pan’s 
Labyrinth.  When I first saw that 
flick I was flabbergasted.  Talk about 
consistency and quality and unique 

but not that friendly storyline.  The 
owners of Derby Burger agreed 
that the fabulous story The Shape 
of Water was going to put the heat 
on Three Billboards.  Talk about 
two completely different movies 
with sensational acting, tremendous 
storyline and different approach 
regarding directing.  Sunday, March 
4th, is right around the corner and I 
look forward to see how the voters 
make this difficult choice.   

& MADNESS:  President Donald 
Trump has been tossing out clues for 
a long time regarding his mindset on 
authority.  By that I mean he has the 
instincts of an autocrat.  Merriam-
Webster definition of autocrat:  
a person ruling with unlimited 
authority.  Don’t think Trump’s 
this way?  A few months ago, when 
asked why so many positions in the 
State Department were still vacant, 
the POTUS answered, “I’m the only 
one that matters.”   

Other examples.  
● Trump wants a military parade.  

This made me remember my first 
week of basic training at Fort Ord.  I 
was with a bunch of other E1s –  the 

lowest pay grade possible - when we 
formed up in front of our barracks.  
Our drill sergeant was a combat vet 
of World War Two (Pacific) and 
Korea.  A kid, who didn’t look old 
enough to be in high school let alone 
the military, asked, “My mom wants 
to know when we’re having a parade 
in her hometown of San Francisco.”  
The DI said, “Other countries have 
military parades in their capitals to 
show off their fancy stuff.  The U.S. 
Army shows off its lethal stuff on the 
battlefield.”

Donald Trump didn’t serve - 
managing five deferments for bone 
spurs while playing tennis during 
his university days.  Just last year 
his doctor, who looked like a top 
undercover narc for the DEA, 
proclaimed Trump the healthiest man 
in the world.  Last week we learned 
this healthiest man in the world is one 
pound shy of the definition of obesity.  
To me, this suggestion for a military 
parade is just another example of 
Trump seeking a grandiose moment 
to glorify himself as being tough – 
arms crossed with jaw thrust out as 
the troops march by.  If he was tough 
he would have picked up a rifle back 
in the Sixties like so many of his 
fellow citizens did - including me.  

● Next there’s his suggestion that 
Dems who didn’t clap hard enough 
at his State of the Union address 
were un-American and had acted 
treasonously.  Definition according 
to Merriam-Webster of treason: the 
offense of attempting by overt acts 

to overthrow the government of the 
state to which the offender owes 
allegiance or to kill or personally 
injure the sovereign or the sovereign’s 
family.

Hmmm.  Some members of 
Congress sit on his/her hands 
signaling that they think what the 
president is saying is not worthy 
of making the effort to place hands 
sharply together and that – according 
the leader of America – is treasonous?  
It wasn’t that long ago that getting 
yourself convicted of treason 
meant the death penalty (remember 
the Julius Rosenberg and Ethel 
Rosenberg case?)  Disagree with 
your country’s leader?  Don’t give 
him the adoration he thinks he 
deserves?  Off with their heads, as 
the Red Queen once ordered.  Just 
another insight into the POTUS’ 
occasionally signaling that he has the 
mindset of an autocrat.

Fortunately, the Founding Fathers 
were smart enough to create checks 
and balances across all power in 
government and the bedrock of that 
is no person is above the law.  Not 
the newest born babe, not me, not 
Donald J. Trump. 
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The Vallarta Vocalista Ensemble announces its 2018 concert 
series, In Perfect Harmony:  From Baroque to Broadway, with 
six performances in the intimate Incanto Theatre.   The ensemble, 
founded in 2016 was the smash hit of the 2017 season, playing to 
sold-out houses.  Members of the original group, including Kathy 
Overly, Sharon Baughman-White, Suzanne Kirkpatrick, Jean-Guy 
Comeau, Carl Timothy and David White, will be joined by new 
members, Vanessa Amaro, Jim Monro  and Gene Berube.  All 
the singers are classically trained and this demanding program 
consists of entirely new music.

With another intriguing mix of genres, the concert will include 
the seldom-heard baroque jewel, Durante’s  “Magnificat”, excerpts 
from “Carmina Burana” and “Les Miserables”, Mexican favorites, 
“Besame Mucho” and “El Amador,” and well-loved jazz standards 
including ”You Can’t Take That Away From Me” and “Ain’t 
Misbehavin”.  The Ensemble will also reprise “Smile”, this year a 
completely new a cappella version.

Both afternoon and evening performances are available:  
February 22nd at 7 p.m., Feb. 24th and 25th at 4 p.m., March 1st at 7 
p.m., and March 3rd and 4th at 4 p.m.

Reviews for the Vallarta Vocalista Ensemble  2017 concerts:
“A multi-talented group of experienced singers whose voices 

blend with passion and perfection.” - Virginia Fox
“The most beautiful harmonies this town has ever heard.” - Alain 

Perreault
“The Vallarta Vocalistas blew our socks off in a mesmerizing 

performance, which truly dazzled.  I am still marveling at 
the ensemble’s exquisite harmony, their cohesion and playful 
camaraderie, the nuanced dynamics of delivery, their lovely blend 
of voices, the refreshing diversity of their repertoire, and their easy 
professionalism.  This group is inspirational in their commitment 
to realizing a goal through discipline, practice, mutual respect, 
singleness of purpose and collaboration, bolstered by a wealth 
of talent, shared equally among eight accomplished individuals, 
whose contribution to the Vallarta entertainment scene is much 
appreciated.” - Norma Schuh

Buy your tickets at Incanto, (109 Insurgentes) or online at: 
www.incantovallarta.com (S
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Friday, February 23  
Cocktails 6 to 10 p.m

Proudly Presents:

Bill Megrail is one of the most highly respected 
local artists. His long career and his talent speak 
for themselves, and he often exclaims ‘My life 
has always been art!’ Almost everything Bill does 
is enthusiastic.”

A summer school arts program sparked his 
interest in art, which led to his liberation from 
a West Virginia coal mining town. “I always 
supported myself with my talent,” Bill explains. 
After winning a scholarship to the New York 
School of Contemporary Art at the age of 17, he went on 
to earn a bachelor’s degree in design at San Jose State 
University followed by graduate school in painting at San 
Francisco State University.

Although his career has morphed from interior design for 
commercial retailers to oil painting, remodeling homes and 
curating a museum, “It’s all the same, putting objects in space 
beautifully... paying attention to color, form, composition,” 
he says. Bill was very successful at commercial interior 
design for stores like Sak’s Fifth Ave and Macy’s until age 
37. His inspiration is “totally from nature, anything from a 
home garden to the jungle.” For Bill, painting is “meditation 
in action. It heightens your ability to see. Lush jungle settings 
with tropical plants, flowers and fruits, country landscapes 
occasionally dotted with livestock, and a few cityscapes all 
draw one into the paintings.

Tom Dickson was born in 
Hamilton, Ontario, in 1947.  He 
began painting in oils at the age 
of 10 with his father, and from 
that point onward art became a 
focus in his life.  After studying 
at Toronto’s Ontario College of 
Art in the mid ‘60’s, he began to 
paint the countryside and wilds 
of northern Ontario.  It was there 
in Tobermory that he met his 
future wife Donna and together 
they went on to share their life 
with their mutual love of art.  
Tom is a Signature member of 
International Plein Air Painters

Galleria Dante presents

Friday, February 23  Cocktails 6 to 10 p.m

When Bill was in his 30’s he came to Puerto Vallarta from 
San Francisco for the first time for a two-week vacation and 
stayed five months, later returning for good. He loved the 
weather and “in the 70’s art was part of the (Vallarta) culture.” 
He divided his time between San Miguel de Allende and 
Vallarta, later choosing our port city for good. “It was all about 
the art and its appreciation,” he says. Since coming to the 
Puerto Vallarta area in the 70’s he has become a well-known 
name in the Mexican art community.

And he’s been supporting community 
arts programs ever since, like Puerto 
Vallarta’s Cultural Center and the Peter 
Gray Art Museum, where he was curator 
for 5 years. Under his direction, the 
museum facilitated a community activity 
for local children who were given a tour, 
introduced to various forms of art through 
demonstrations, and then produced a 
painting of their own.

During his illustrious 30-plus year artistic career in 
Mexico, he has had showings at many galleries nationally, 
in the United States and London. His paintings have been 
printed in such publications as Mexicana Airline “In-Flight” 
Magazine (2 covers) and the Insider Guide to Mexico. In the 
90’s he was invited to Southeast Asia on an art buying trip as 
an advisor. In 2004, the town of Domburg, Holland invited 
Bill to participate in the International Painters’ Week. He 
was also published in Architectural Digest December 2008 
Exclusive Issue: Inside Private Homes. The client not only 
purchased many of Bill’s paintings, they also commissioned 
him to do a large painting for a focal point in their Villa.

To Bill there was never any other kind of life. “If you’re an 
artist, what else can you do? There’s no choice. Anything else 
makes me absolutely insane. I can’t go to business meetings. 
If nobody ever bought another painting, I’d still paint.”

30

Galleria Dante is at 269 Basilio Badillo.  Or check out our web site at www.galleriadante.com
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Opens at Galeria Dante  |  Friday, February 23

Donna Lee Dickson was born in Vancouver, British Columbia.  
She showed an early interest in art and began to paint seriously on a 
trip to Greece in 1973.

At this point her work was showing great promise and by the early 
80’s her maritime themes were very popular, selling briskly around 
the Halifax area of Nova Scotia, where she was living during this 
period. She also showed an aptitude for teaching painting technique 
and students began asking that she give regular classes.  In the fall 
of 1990 she decided to return to the west, rediscovering her roots 
and finding new challenges in the mountainous landscape of British 
Columbia.  As well as exhibiting in many regional venues, she also 
opened a gallery of her own on Hornby Island, B.C. which over the 
years became a favorite destination of many an avid west coast art 
collector.

Her art classes became increasingly popular and in the 1990’s she 
began teaching in Mexico, a country with which she was becoming 
increasingly familiar, having first visited the charming, colonial 
era town of San Miguel de Allende in 1970.  In 2005 she decided 
to make Mexico her permanent home and now resides full time, 
dividing her time between San Miguel in summer, and the Pacific 
coast, north of Puerto Vallarta, in winter.  She finds the climate to be 
perfect for a plein air painter like herself and the light, people and 
color of Mexico provide endless inspiration.  Two years ago, Vallarta 
became her permanent home, with short trips to San Miguel to teach.

Donna has studied with some very accomplished professionals 
over the years, the most notable among them, Alvaro Castagnet of 
watercolor fame and the well-known modern masters of oil and plein 
air, Carol Marine and Kevin Macpherson.

Her work can be found in literally hundreds of collections 
worldwide.  She loves to teach art, but is also passionate about 
people, nutrition, bird watching and nature hikes.  You will see many 
of your favorite Vallarta spots captured in her paintings.

Donna’s paintings in Puerto Vallarta are sold through Galleria 
Dante.

Tom’s art first became critically recognized during 
the 1980’s while exhibiting in major galleries in the 
Halifax area of Nova Scotia, - Zwickers and the 
Hollis Street Gallery being the most notable.  He 
enjoyed great success as a painter of marine and city 
scenes, attracting a growing number of collectors.  
Beginning in the 1990’s he also began showing 

on the west coast and not too long after moved to 
Hornby Island, British Columbia, where, a few years 
later he and Donna opened a very popular summer 
gallery of their own.

Throughout the 90’s, he continued to call 
B.C. home, enjoying the distinctive west coast 
environment in summer and spending the winter 

months in sunny Mexico, where it’s possible to paint 
outdoors in any season; something Tom and Donna 
very much like to do.

Tom had first come to Mexico in 1967 and been 
absolutely enchanted with the scenery, the people, 
the culture and history. 

In 1970 he returned again with Donna and since 
that time Mexico has been included as a major part 
of their life experience.  They now live and paint 
in Mexico full time.  After having been based in 
the historic colonial era town of San Miguel de 
Allende for 10 years, and after a year painting on 
the west coast, just north of Puerto Vallarta, at the 
beach town of Rincon de Guayabitos, they opted 
to move to Vallarta.  Most of the show will be 
wonderful paintings of the beaches in and around 
Puerto Vallarta. Tom is quickly becoming one of the 
favorites at Galleria Dante.  
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Instantly disarming and wonderful 
to behold, Gabriela Epstein’s painting 
features gentle, layered brushwork 
that engenders a soothing atmosphere 
perfect for viewer’s contemplation. 

Drawing inspiration from her native 
Mexico, the importance of color is the 
vanguard of her style and in concert 
with concise line-work, saturates 
her painting with a sense of emotion 
and drama.  She has a magnificent 
knowledge of composition as well, 
often working in diptychs and triptychs, 
Epstein’s work is identifiable for her 
supple, geometric configurations. 

Born in Mexico City, Epstein 
developed a liking to plastics arts and 
always showed a talent for it since 
childhood. She took diverse painting 
classes, even though her development 
as an artist has not been basically 
academic, but autonomous and 
independent. 

She draws her artistic inspiration 
directly from life events and transmitting 
them through an exceedingly individual 
style of painting.

Epstein’s paintings seem to 
focus on elements of formal order. 
The pleasure for color, shape, and 
above all, the materiality of the 
painting (which builds the body 
but not the pictorial language’s 
sense) becomes evident in her 
work, granting every narrative 
strategy as second term. 

A set of shapes that surprise us 
for their massive character and 

at Galeria Contempo on Friday, 23rd of February

And on Friday, February 23rd, Galeria CONTEMPO warmly invites you to meet Gabriela 
Epstein at an opening cocktail reception to be held from 6 to 10 p.m.  This airy two-story 
gallery is located at 252 Basilio Badillo in the Romantic Zone on the south side of town.  

Phone: 223-1925  www.galeriacontempo.com

organization.  When looking at them, 
you can have the certainty that if one 
of the elements is removed the whole 
composition would fall over, that there 
is no space for the inclusion of anything 
else than what Epstein allowed to be 
included.

Her painting has gone through several 
stages, starting in a very figurative image, 
evolving to a geometrical abstraction, on 
which she is working on at present.

Her consistence in finding new 
techniques, art movements and proposals 
is evident, for she believes it is of great 
importance to find new and different 
ways of expression to allow an inner and 
individual growth.

“Everything I know, do or express in 
a canvas is a result of my own personal 
experience,” Epstein explains.  She has 
educated others in the arts for the last ten 
years, sharing her ideas about painting 
while learning from others’ perspectives 
has been a very positive influence in her 
artistic life.  Epstein lives and works in 
Mexico City. 

Her work is a space where shapes call 
on each other, luck of mutual and 
infinite reciprocities that cannot 
allow the abandonment of a glance.

Nude matter.  It rescues the 
qualities of oil and acrylic paint 
taking them as the primary element 
for the construction of her statement.

Language that articulates by a 
sober chromatic management to 
enunciate one and every word, one 
and every silence.
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Bill “Wills” Kunze

What, I asked some knowledgeable 
friends, is your favored time of 
day when visiting our much loved 
destination, Puerto Vallarta? These are 
travelers who know the terrain well. 
Some have retired and live there full 
time. Some are winter season residents. 
Others return frequently. When asked 
how often they’ll simply reply “as 
often as I can”. There are many visits, 
years and experiences that reside 
behind their responses. The varying 
status of the traveler or resident adds 
a certain spice to the mix. As personal 
as these responses may be, they reflect 
a deep appreciation of this special and 
perennially enchanting destination. 
If you have journeyed to PV perhaps 
you too have, in some subtle or easily 
recognizable way, already formed an 
idea but have not yet given it a voice.

An obvious choice for many would be 
very early morning. It certainly remains 
one of mine. You see, there can be more 
than one special time, each with its own 
legitimacy. Daybreak in Vallarta has its 
own unique place. The visitor awakens 
and with minimal ministrations, is 
dressed and out into the town well 
before the sun moves over the Sierra 
Madre Mountains to the east. One friend 
remarked that she favors this time of 
day “as the light turns the sky and bay 
shades of pink and purple”. At this hour, 
a wondrously reviving cup of strong 

black Mexican coffee is the ultimate 
elixir. Its aroma and comforting warmth 
the perfect companion for the traveler’s 
nowhere in particular early morning 
wanderings. Without a doubt I prefer 
mine to come from Dee’s Coffee on 
Francisca Rodriguez. If not one of Dee’s 
seductively delicious cinnamon buns 
then perhaps, some freshly baked sweet 
rolls or a pastry from the Yarita Bakery 
found a short distance away at 224 
Basillo Badillo will form a happy - if 
short-lived - marriage with the coffee. A 
favored destination for this transportable 
joy is found at Los Muertos beach 
with ever beautiful Banderas Bay as a 
companion. There, together, we greet 
the day and all of its many possibilities. 
Two of my friends from Chicago, both 
frequent visitors, love to sit on their 
balcony with a coffee and observe the 
cruise ships as they glide in towards 
their berths at the marina. They describe 
it as “a quiet and peaceful time”. 

The visitor should not forget that our 
favorite vacation place is home to many 
people who have to make a living, meet 
obligations or raise a family. If you 
wander the town between 6:45 and 7:30 
AM, you cannot help but notice how 
quickly the streets become populated; 
the conversion from calm to commerce 
can be quite startling. The work day 
symphony of the city has commenced. 
The graciously hospitable Vallartans 
will readily share the intimacies of their 
hometown with those who make the 
effort to know her well. 

Some opine that the evening and all its 
possibilities are like a separate ‘new’ day. 
The justifiably famous sunsets always 
seem to be in one’s mix, whether they 
are viewed from sea level from many 
of the diverse array of restaurants along 
the Malecon, the pier at Los Muertos, 
from the encompassing elevation of 
a favorably positioned balcony or the 
restaurants at El Palmar or Casa Isabel. 

Some people are advocates for 
Sundays as their favored time. The whole 
day! You will witness local families 
enjoying Los Muertos Beach or separate 
groups of young men and women on 
the Sunday evening promenade on the 
Malecon. The latter activity is a long-
standing tradition among Vallartans. 
The music, the street performers, the 
vendors; there are so many choices! 

One seasoned correspondent 
wrote that her favorite time was “late 
afternoon when the sun casts a golden 
glow on everything followed by sunset 
enjoyed at Cuates y Cuetes”. Another’s 
gem: “Our time is in the AM, sitting 
on the rock break with fishing pole in 
hand, waiting for the sun to peek life 
upon us. It is as if time stands still, with 
only the sound of the waves.” There is 
a mid-day refuge, a place of startling 
quietude from all the commerce and 
bustle that surrounds it. Isla Cuale and 
its marketplace are located between 
downtown (El Centro) and Southside 
PV on a modest island on the River Cuale 
just before it empties into the Pacific 
Ocean. Above, in the large trees, you 

can easily find an iguana resting on the 
branches and view colorful melodious 
bird life. Beneath the substantive leafy 
canopy, you will discover a tidy array 
of shops offering clothing, jewelry and 
handcrafts, a museum and some very 
fine restaurants. In its sheltering shade, 
you just might find an oasis where the 
spirit and body are renewed.

There is another portion of the day 
vying for a favored place in the heart. 
It is that of late afternoon. This is a 
fleeting portion of the day usually 
reserved for rest and recuperation from 
one’s earlier pursuits. An excursion 
has been concluded. One, or if a 
person has been truly ambitious, two 
activities have been weathered. With 
the sun tracking directly overhead, heat 
and humidity come into play. Pace is 
the thing here. Shift the psyche into 
compound low. Time is spent languidly 
resting at poolside or perhaps enjoying 
a minimal effort swim. Having spent a 
portion of the day being sun-splashed, 
the visitor seeks the reassuring 
comfort of the shade; your choice 
of beverage to keep the rehydration 
process flowing. Conversations with a 
companion or friends are of a relaxed 
nature; centering perhaps on where that 
evening’s beach bar drinks, dining and 
dessert might take place. Frequently 
these can be three separate locations. 
The talk might turn to observations 
gleaned from one’s wanderings. 
Insightful stories, treasures that have 
been discovered, some which may have 
even led to a purchase. Always present; 
an abundance of laughter and affection. 
These are all common threads of not 
only a shared love of a destination, but 
also of a shared journey of the heart.  
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Following successful careers 
as a research scientist, senior 
executive in Corporate America, 
entrepreneur and university 
educator, Lorenzo Gaz arrived in 
Puerto Vallarta ten years ago and 
began taking art classes among the 
many new endeavors during his 
retirement here.  His wannabe art 
career blossomed owing to the high 
quality classes taught by several 
local artists.

He adopted his own unique style 
that he calls “whimsical realistic 
abstract” art that recognizes both 
his drawing and painting skills are 
limited by lack of experience and no 
formal training.   His paintings and 
work capture familiar icons located 
around Puerto Vallarta such as the 
new fishing pier in the Romantic 
Zone, surrounding mountains and 
abundance of bronze sculptures 
along the Malecon.  Later, he was 
inspired by several 20th century 
artists including Miro, Munch, 
and Calder whose body of work 
utilizes simplicity and color to 
communicate impressions of the 
world around them.  

Following a trip to Barcelona this 
past summer where his eyes were 
opened by the prolific and world-
class street art for which the old 

Peggy Slotin city area is famous, he envisioned 
a new career as a grafitero (street 
artist).  Influenced by the Barcelona 
street murals and graffiti, he painted 
a series of five acrylic pieces, one 
of which is titled El Amante Feliz 
-shown below- that serves as his 
signature street art.   

This image is now prominently 
displayed on his business card as 
well as become the subject for his 
first street art on a cortina (sliding 
metal curtain) protecting a plate 
glass display window of Avila 
Jewelry at the corner of Vallarta and 
Carranza across the street from the 
El Torito Restaurant in the Romantic 
Zone.  Interestingly, the very first 
night of street art painting with his 
partner-in-crime, yours truly, as his 
lookout, the Policia arrived around 
11:30 PM to ask questions about 
his activities.  Because of my fast 
thinking and sweet-talking ways, 
he escaped spending the night in 
a Mexican Jail.  Also, his letter of 
authorization from the storeowner 
was additional ammunition that 
helped avert incarceration.

His first mural on the cortina 
was painted by brush but he is now 
taking spray-painting lessons from 
one of PV’s celebrated grafiteros 
named Misael who is famous for 
painting the Einstein mural at Peru 
and San Salvador downtown (El 

Centro) and has numerous YouTube 
videos of painting amazing street 
art in various cities around Mexico 
showcasing his outstanding work 
and skills as a street artist.

Although he has never developed 
a “bucket list” other than express a 
desire to play honky-tonk piano in a 
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house of ill repute in New Orleans, 
he now has at the top of his list 
plans to spray-paint El Amante 
Feliz in the colors of the particular 
country’s flag on available surfaces 
in each major city that he and I visit 
in Europe, Mexico and the US.  
When Gaz returns to Atlanta in 
early April, he will be a contestant 
in the annual “Art on the Atlanta 
Beltline” competition employing 
the many buildings, bridge 
abutments and walls along the 17-
mile Beltline around Atlanta that 
has only recently been transformed 
into parks and pedestrian walkways.

Gaz says that becoming an artist, 
and particularly a grafitero, has 
been one of the most satisfying and 
personally rewarding experiences 
of his long professional career.  He 
envisions his legacy as uplifting 
the residents and tourists in major 
cities around the world by painting 
dynamic, smiling, whimsical art on 
unattractive spaces.
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Mexico continues to lead the 
world in avocado production with 
a record harvest of 1.997 million 
tonnes last year.

The numbers were announced just 
as consumers in the United States 
were getting set to snack on a few 
tonnes of guacamole, a favorite on 
Super Bowl Sundays.

According to the Agriculture 
Secretariat (Sagarpa), the Mexican 
avocado is one of the country’s 
most successful export products.  
Mexico’s share of international 
avocado exports reached 45.95% 
last year. Sagarpa said demand for 
the fruit increased in 26 countries. 

From 2013 to 2016 average annual 
sales were US $740 million, with the 
number increasing 15.2% annually.

As harvest figures are announced, this year’s Super Bowl commercial released

The main destinations for the 
product include the United States 
(76.8 percent of exports), Japan 
(7%), Canada (6.7%), Spain (1.7%), 
France (1.7%) and the Netherlands 
(1.6%). In some countries, 
Mexican avocados represent a large 
percentage of total consumption.  In 
Guatemala, for example, they make 
up close to 100%, while in Canada 
95% of all avocados eaten are from 
Mexico. The figure is 92.72% in 
Japan, 91.32% in the United States 
and 90.23% in El Salvador.

The growth in Mexico’s avocado 
production has been accompanied 
by more aggressive marketing, 
particularly in the U.S. and especially 
during the Super Bowl game.  This 
year was no different.

Avocados from Mexico, the brand 
created by producers and exporters, 
ran a commercial during the game 
for the fourth year in a row.  As in 
previous years, the concept was 
intended to be fun and to leave 
people laughing.

This year’s ad version imagined a 
domed paradise called GuacWorld, 
where everything is perfect, with 
serene music, free massages — and 
all the guacamole you can eat.

But then comes an urgent question: 
“Where are the chips?”

Suddenly the chips are visible 
outside the dome — and mayhem 
ensues.  Ah, but then comes a 
breakthrough revelation: Avocados 
and guacamole are great atop 
hamburgers and salads and tacos and, 
of course, toast.  Calm is restored.

Avocados from Mexico was 
advertising in the Super Bowl for 
a fourth consecutive time, and its 
formula remained the same: Leave 
them laughing.

“That’s our tone, and it works 
for us,” Alvaro Luque, president of 
Avocados from Mexico, told USA 
TODAY Sports. “We see ourselves 
as a fun brand.”

Many people watching the Super 
Bowl were most likely eating 
guacamole and chips, which Luque 
says makes it the perfect place to 

advertise the versatility of avocados.  
“Chips are a great partner” he 
says, “but this year we are giving 
consumers a lot of different ideas.”

Last year, the avocado ad featured 
comedian Jon Lovitz. This time it’s 
comedian Chris Elliott, who watches 
wide-eyed as the would-be ideal 
society plunges into comic chaos.

“We always get these fun, random 
characters,” says Jay Russell, 
chief creative officer of GSD&M 
Advertising, which created the spot.

“I love the concept of the ad 
that mankind has created its own 
wonderland,” Elliott said in a 
statement. “We all know that any 
Shangri-La isn’t complete without 
Avocados from Mexico … and of 
course big-time Hollywood actor 
Chris Elliott.”

Somehow, Thomas More left 
avocados out of Utopia, the book he 
wrote in 1516.

“Yeah, well,” Russell says, “why 
would you have Utopia without 
guacamole?”

(Source: www.usatoday.com)
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Gil Gevins

Best know for his cult-classic, PUERTO 
VALLARTA ON 49 BRAIN CELLS A DAY, 
is the author of five hilarious books, 
including his latest, the riotously funny 
novel, 1967. Signed copies of Gil’s latest 
book are available at LUCY’S CUCU 
CABAÑA, located at 295 Basilio Badillo.

Gil Gevins
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My mother never threw anything 
away. Ever. You may be thinking, 
oh, I knew someone like that. But 
you’d be wrong - there has never 
been another person like my mother 
in the entire history of humankind.

The hoarding of over four hundred 
jar lids (most of them lacking a jar) 
is not what made my mother unique.  
It was in fact a large and varied 
collection of neuroses, combined 
with a fierce protective nature, which 
created the Mrs. Karamazov or Mrs. 
Frankenstein (take your pick) which 
was my psychic bulldozer of a Mom.

Mom was also responsible, 
indirectly, for my creation of the 
“grunge look” in 1965. Even 
though, twenty years later they gave 
the credit to a stupid rock band from 
Seattle - the lawsuit is still pending. 

There were two keys to this 
quantum leap in haute couture: the 
thirteen-year-old hand-me-downs 
I’d inherited from my much older 
brother, and the collective scorn of 
my status-conscious classmates.

It was my misfortune to enter the 
seventh grade a year younger and 
far less expensively dressed than 
my fellow adolescents - in a school 
where you were judged primarily by 
the retail value of your wardrobe. 
The only value my “wardrobe” had, 
after thirteen years in mothballs, 
was as an insect repellent. And I was 
a year younger than my classmates 
because my mother, in order to avoid 
the expense of putting me through 
kindergarten, had lied about my age.

I’m not sure why those thirteen-
year-old boys were so obsessed 
with clothes. All I know is, wearing 
pants with cuffs was considered a 
social gaffe on a par with poisoning 
the prom queen. Trousers which 
required a belt were considered even 
more outré. My pants, last worn 

at the start of the Korean War, had 
cuffs and a belt.  

The other boys all wore long-
sleeved sports-shirts. My shirts were 
of the pullover variety, had odd-
colored stripes and many buttons 
in unexpected places. If it was 
cold enough to wear sweaters, only 
alpaca would do for my well-heeled 
cohorts. My sweaters were horrible 
mustard-colored affairs of smelly 
wool, often in need of mending.

And so, for a few years I was 
constantly bullied. I only had one 
friend, a pale boy who stuttered, was 
bad at sports and played baroque 
music on the piano. Finally, around 
my fifteenth birthday, having grown 
ten inches over the two previous 
years, I began to experiment.

My experiments led me to a pair of 
realizations. One: my parents were 
both insane, especially my mother. 
Two: my tormentors were (like all 
bullies) a bunch of pathetic morons. 
If they didn’t like the way I dressed, 
then I must be doing something right.

I began wearing mismatched 
socks. Then I refused to either cut 
or comb my hair. This bothered my 
mother and infuriated my father, 
who for the next several years only 
spoke one of two phrases in my 
presence: “Get a haircut!” and “You 
make me sick!”

(Interestingly enough, the school 
principal used those very same 
words in the process of suspending 
me for going missing in action in the 
middle of a field trip.)

When I ran out of strange clothes 
in the family attic, I turned to our 
local Salvation Army, where I found 
a treasure-trove of inappropriate 
attire. Inappropriate for high school, 
that is. Those hats and pin-striped 
vests would have looked just right 
on Elliott Ness or Al Capone.

My next stop after the Salvation 
Army was an Army/Navy Surplus 
store. That’s where I found a 
fantastic old army shirt previously 
owned by a Private Schwartz. Upon 
this shirt, much the worse for wear, 
my girlfriend sewed my first varsity 
letter - wsomehow a white sweater 
seemed inappropriate. 

The varsity army shirt created 
quite an impression, so I began 
to wear it every day, occasionally 
accompanying it with a nausea-
inducing orange op-art tie I’d found.

Then, full of self-confidence, I 
began to pick off one-by-one the 
bullies who’d formerly tormented 
me. One bully, I learned, had 
a shameful secret: his mother 
bought his alpaca sweaters used! I 
confronted him with this fact in the 
hall in front of all his friends. He 
never came near me again. 

Another of my tormentors, like 
many teenagers, had bad skin. The 
next time I saw him sporting a big 
red one, I let him have it. “Wow, 
Bob!” I said, “what’s that on your 
chin, Mt. Vesuvius?” So much for 
Bob.

Eventually, the overmatched 
principal was informed about the 
army shirt. For some reason, he 
found it disrespectful. Mr. Noyes 
called me into his office and issued 
an ultimatum (after telling me that I 
made him sick): either lose the army 
shirt, or go home. It wasn’t much of 
a choice. I went home, where I could 
read in peace.

The problem with Mr. Noyes 
was that he was new. The previous 
principal had had two years to 
get used to the fact that I was an 
intractable nightmare, who neither 
he nor my parents could ever hope 
to control me. Another problem, Mr. 
Noyes came from the midwest and 
believed in discipline. As the kids 
used to say, LOL.

I wound up staying home for ten 
days. In that time I managed to 
read Crime and Punishment, The 
Idiot and two thirds of The Brothers 
Karamazov. Then my mother got 
a call from the school nurse. There 
was a rule, she informed Mom, that 
any student with more than forty 
absences in a school year had to 
be left back. Your son, she said, is 
getting dangerously close.

Somehow I sensed that they would 
never leave me back, no matter what 
I did. After all, they only had a few 
more months to go and I’d be out of 
their hair forever. I decided to test 
my theory by taking a nap during the 
chemistry final. My score was 15 out 
of 100. I received a C. They weren’t 
taking any chances.
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Giselle Bellanger RN, LCSW

RN, LCSW (psychotherapist) is available 
for appointments in person, by phone, 
or by skype webcam. Contact info: 
ggbelangerpv@gmail.com  Mex cell: 
044 (322) 138-9552 or US cell: (312) 914-5203

Giselle Belanger

How many times did you hear growing 
up that “You should be ashamed of 
yourself!”?  We had done something 
wrong and should have known better, 
and so part of our scolding included 
our parents making sure we felt shame, 
hoping that would keep us from making 
the same mistake again.  Most learned 
that concept so well, that we still say as 
adults, that “I feel so ashamed”.  Most of 
us mean we feel embarrassed. We hope 
no one, or very few people find out.  
We certainly wouldn’t want anyone to 
judge us, think less of us, lose respect 
for us, or criticize us. 

Never good enough
For some of us, these experiences and 

this type of shame is not a big deal and 
did not damage us.  But for a great many, 
shame was an everyday occurrence 
and became a very common feeling 
and experience.  Some of you can 
distinctly remember giving up trying 
to please your parents and saying that 
“they’re never satisfied”, or “it’ll never 
be enough, no matter what I do or how 
hard I try”.  Even when you did well, it 
wasn’t enough. If you came in second 
place in a race, it should have first place, 
if you got a “B+”, it should have been 
an “A”.  Many parents compared their 
children to other children, pointing out 
how they didn’t measure up; weren’t 
as pretty, or as smart, weighed too 
much and needed to lose weight, until 

the point that you learned all too well 
to spend your life comparing yourself 
to others, and never feeling like you 
measure up. It has become the negative 
lens you see yourself through.  You do 
not know any other perspective and you 
don’t believe anyone else’s opinion. 

Giving up… I’m not worth it
How could anyone develop a healthy 

self-esteem and self-worth when all 
they received was negative feedback?  
Low self-esteem depletes any 
motivation to learn, grow, improve, 
or overcome an obstacle.  Eventually 
a “f--k it” attitude takes over and you 
no longer care what anyone thinks 
nor what consequences ensue.  Shame 
is now controlling your life and your 
decisions.  You’ve given up!  You have 
lost any hope of things improving. 

This is when adolescents turn to drugs 
and alcohol, drop out of activities and 
quit sports teams, and start hanging out 
with the wrong crowd.  Melody Beattie, 
author of a daily meditation book called 
“The Language of Letting Go”, (and 
“Codependent No More”), states that 
“shame can be extremely debilitating and 
can propel us deeper into self-defeating 
and self-destructive behaviors” (page 
34).  This is a very difficult and painful 
place to end up.  Without proper help 
to interrupt such behavior and motivate 
the person to change, it will continue 
throughout adulthood.  

Shame holds you back
Of course not everyone reacts as 

drastically to shame and they remain 
much more functional, but unhappy 
in certain areas of life, especially 
relationships.  For most people, 
shame is very misunderstood and in 
many cases goes unidentified.  Many 
people do not know that it is shame 
that is holding them back and causing 
them their pain.  Shame can be a very 
powerful force in our life.  Shame 
starts in childhood and continues into 
our adult life infesting our relationships 
and our capacity to interact with others. 

Becoming aware of shame is the first 
thing necessary in order to heal from 
it.  There are many books written on 
shame and the damage it causes.  John 
Bradshaw calls shame “toxic” in his 
book, “Healing the Shame that Binds 
You” (1988).  There is another book 
called “Shame: Spiritual Suicide” 
(written by Vicki Underland–Roscow 
1995).  Doesn’t that title say at all?!

Shame versus Guilt
Another very important distinction 

is to understand the difference between 
shame and guilt.  Basically, “shame” is “I 
am bad” and “guilt” is “I did something 
bad”.  Shame defines us as a bad person 
and guilt defines a specific behavior that 
needs to be adjusted.  With shame there 
is an overwhelming sense that who we 
are is not okay.  Isn’t it too bad that so 
many parents, teachers, coaches, didn’t 
understand this difference?!  Shame 
disempowers us leaving us feeling 
unworthy and unlovable, and guilt 
empowers us to change.

The book “Shame and Guilt: 
Masters of Disguise”, written by Jane 
Middleton-Moz, states  “there is more 
personal power in the experience of 
guilt.”  Even though we feel guilty for 
what we have done, we have control 
over future choices.  However, when we 
experience shame, we feel “helplessness 
and powerlessness” (pg 55).

Melody Beattie defines “authentic 
legitimate guilt” as the “feeling or 
thought that what we did is not okay.  
It indicates that our behavior needs to 
be corrected and an amends needs to 
be made.” (Beattie, pg 34).  Making 
the decision to change a behavior and 
to make amends is a personal choice 
made possible because you feel your 

power to do so. It provides relief from 
the guilt, liberating us and healing can 
take place. 

Fear of abandonment and rejection
Middleton-Moz points out that 

when we experience guilt, we fear 
punishment, when we experience 
shame, we fear abandonment.  The 
guilt is resolved by fulfilling the 
punishment and making amends, 
but the fear of abandonment ensues.  
When we experience guilt, we blame 
our behavior, when we experience 
shame, we blame our character, further 
perpetuating our feelings of inferiority 
and worthlessness.  Each time we are 
shamed, we are wounded and our self-
esteem suffers (pg 55, 56).  The more 
we fear abandonment and rejection, the 
harder we try to please others, especially 
our parents, denying our own feelings, 
especially anger, and internalizing the 
pain.  We deny who we are, our needs 
and desires, and fail to develop a strong 
sense of self.  We feel unlovable and 
our need for approval persists, and we 
become willing to do or say anything 
to receive approval, avoid judgment 
and criticism, and potentially rejection 
and abandonment.

In order to change the quality of 
our life and break the pain cycle of 
shame, we must stop attaching to it just 
because it’s familiar.  Melody Beattie 
encourages us to learn to “reject 
shame”.  We must learn to accept that 
it’s okay to be who we are, that we are 
“good enough”, that feelings are okay, 
and that it’s okay to have problems, 
make mistakes, and struggle to find 
our path!!  (This is worth repeating to 
yourself every day!) In doing so, we 
accept our past; the family dysfunction, 
the abuse, the trauma, and then we stop 
letting it define us (pg 34).

We must accept our humanness!  
Accepting ourselves and letting go 
of shame, are the beginning of our 
journey of the recovery of “self”.  
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Is located in Plaza Marina, Local B-10.  
Open Monday to Friday from 9 a.m. 
to 6 p.m., Saturdays from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.  
Tel:  221-1607.  
www.holisticbiospa.com  
Email:  Info@holistic-bio-spa.com

Zoli 
Hargitai, 
owner / 

founder of 
The Holistic 

Bio Spa

The Holistic Bio Spa

Jake Ames MD, HMD

I have had my patients use olive oil 
for their health since 1994.  In this 
blog, I will discuss the health benefits 
of olive oil, and how to buy excellent 
quality olive oil.

Olive oil has been used for 
thousands of years as a staple part of 
one’s diet, and for its health benefits.  
My maternal grandmother was from 
Italy, and I grew up eating olive oil 
as a child.  My mother is a gourmet 
cook, and I grew up tasting and eating 
excellent quality olive oil.  Well, that’s 
what I thought.  When I returned from 
my nine-day trip to Italy a few years 
ago, I had trouble eating the olive oils 
that I had been accustomed to eating.  
My favorite olive oils all tasted rancid.  
It took me a few weeks to forget the 
great tasting, excellent quality olive 
oil that I had in Italy and get used to 
the olive oil that I had been using.

I have always had an interest in 
lipid metabolism.  My three greatest 
teachers on lipid metabolism were 
Drs. Mary Enig and Patricia Kane, 
and my histology professor in 
medical school, Dr. Bruce Lipton.  I 
have seen the wrong type of dietary 
fats contribute or cause Alzheimer’s 
disease, cancer, heart disease, strokes, 
chronic fatigue, and many chronic, 
degenerative diseases.

You can see why I hold this subject 
of lipid metabolism dear to my heart. 
100% Extra Virgin olive oil is one of 
the best oils you can ever consume.  
Below is a list of the health benefits 
of olive oil.

Blood Pressure
Consuming daily two tablespoons 

of extra virgin olive oil (EVOO) daily 
may lower blood pressure over a 
month.  Olive oil with higher phenol 
content usually benefits lowering 
blood pressure better than EVOO with 
lower phenol content.  

Phenols are antioxidants that give 
olive oil most of its health benefits.  

Part 1 of 2 “Pure” or “light” olive oil has most of 
its phenols removed through filtration.  
Don’t consume these types of olive oils.

The phenol content will diminish 
as your olive oil ages.  Phenols have 
a robust flavor and may be bitter.  The 
bitterness is not to be confused with 
rancidity.  I will talk about rancidity 
and how to store your olive oil later.

Cancer
Doug, Zoli and I have been 

successfully treating cancer patients 
using our theory that cancer is a 
nutritional inadequacy disease.  We 
use the ketogenic diet derived by Jan 
Kwasniewski, M.D. of Poland.  This 
diet has 1 part protein, 2.5-3.5 parts 
fat and 0.3-0.5 part carbohydrate.  Our 
cancer patients consume animal and 
vegetable fats such as pork and beef 
lard, duck fat, ghee, extra virgin olive 
oil (EVOO), coconut oil, palm oil, 
coco butter oil and avocado oil as part 
of their cancer protocols.

We have not yet determined the daily 
optimal amount of extra virgin olive 
oil, ghee, coconut oil, beef and pork 
lard for our cancer patients.  On a diet 
consisting of 70-80% fat, our cancer 
patients and I can easily consume in a 
day 200 ml of EVOO. 

Oleocanthal in EVOO has been 
shown to kill cancer cells and not harm 
normal cells.  Olive oil contains Oleic 
Acid (C18:1), a monounsaturated 
omega-9 fatty acid which makes up 
55 to 83% of olive oil, linoleic Acid 
(C18:2), a polyunsaturated omega-6 
fatty acid which makes up about 3.5 
to 21% of olive oil, and palmitic Acid 
(C16:0), a saturated fatty acid which 
makes up 7.5 to 20% of olive oil.

The oleic acid in olive oil and 
our other lipids we use, with IV 
phosphatidylcholine, restores cell 
membrane integrity which helps to 
turn off cancer oncogenes and turn on 
tumor suppressor genes. 

 
Obesity and Type 2 Diabetes

Extra virgin olive oil, ghee, and 
coconut oils combined with Dr. Jan 
Kwasniewski’s ketogenic diet usually 

cures our patients of obesity and Type 
2 diabetes in a few months.  We also 
incorporate a specially designed fast 
into our obesity and diabetes protocol.

Dry Skin
We use EVOO for all of our patients 

with dry skin and eczema.  We also use 
estrogen, testosterone, progesterone, 
DHEA, pregnenolone, and thyroid 
hormone when a patient needs these 
hormones.  We may also add evening 
primrose oil and acupressure food 
allergy treatments for our eczema 
patients.  We do our best to have our 
patients drink an optimal amount of 
pure water (distilled water) daily.  
Many patients are suffering from 
chronic dehydration.

Alzheimer’s Disease
We have many mild to moderate 

Alzheimer’s patients successfully 
restore their memories using our 
many nutritional and detoxification 
protocols.  Our main protocols are the 
ketogenic diet of Jan Kwasniewski, 
M.D., detoxification using the FAR 
IR sauna, DMPS chelation, and 

our specially designed fast.  All 
Alzheimer’s patients have Type 3 
diabetes where their brain cells cannot 
utilize glucose but can use ketone 
bodies.  Ketones are a byproduct of 
fat metabolism that the brain and 
body can use as a source of fuel.  
EVOO is combined with coconut 
oil and medium chain triglycerides 
(MCT) to achieve ketosis.  We still 
have not worked out the optimal 
amount of EVOO.  The phenols and 
other antioxidants in EVOO “quiet 
down” the chronic inflammation in an 
Alzheimer’s disease brain.

Atherosclerosis and 
Cardiovascular disease

We use IV EDTA and IV 
phosphatidylcholine for our patients 
with clogged arteries.  We also use 
IV ozone, vitamins K and C, and 
magnesium.  We again use EVOO as 
part of Dr. Jan

Kwasniewski’s ketogenic diet.  We 
also utilize a specially designed fast 
that raises HDL (“good”) cholesterol 
and reverses atherosclerosis.  Many 
studies show olive oil prevents heart 
disease and strokes.

Next week: All about olive oil
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Krystal Frost

For questions and comments - 
Cell: 322 116-9645, 
Email: krystal.frost73@hotmail.com

Krystal Frost

Around this time of year I pull 
out this piece written 9 years ago 
for a dust off and re-read to see if it 
still holds water.  It was originally 
for my estranged loved one, who is 
now by my side, like they say “All 
is fair in love and war”.

It seems like love is in the air 
again, we see some of our friends 
having moved through tough 
times come together to be stronger 
and more committed in their 
relationship.  Others, who have 
suffered trials and losses, now 
journey alone or open their hearts 
to new beginnings. 

Affairs of the heart seem to have 
no reason. 

We all have a chance finding 
true unconditional love with a 
committed partner.  However, 
some of us don’t recognize it, or 
believe it, or are just plain afraid 
of it… and lose out as it passes 
by.  Then, it can happen that we 
go through life seemingly on the 
margins of fulfilling happiness.  
Love and heartbreak have been the 
inspiration of our deepest passions 
for as long as the human race 

has walked this earth.  Love 
inspires us to be better and to 
endure the toughest times.

Learning to love and allowing 
ourselves to be loved is an 
art that is developed through 
experience and history.  We 
certainly are not born with the 
knowledge of how to find it 
and less on how to sustain it and 
nurture it. 

Love feels like magic: your heart 
soars, on the physical level the heart 
swells and relaxes which evokes 
great excitement and anticipation.  
Is there a difference between “love” 
and “being in love”?   Some say the 
“in love” feeling is an idealization 
of the partner during courtship, 
and that it can evolve into love.  I 
believe it is the other way around, 
you love someone, you respect 
them, you admire them, you 
observe them, THEN you fall in 
love.  It takes time and a walk with 
a few prospective beings to know 
what you want in a life partner.  On 
the other hand, one of my dearest 
friends received Cupid’s arrow 
(which they say even the gods 

cannot resist) and fell in love from 
one moment to the other.  This 
particular couple are in their 70’s, 
enjoying travel together and apart. 
My own grandmother married 

again in her late 70’s saying it was 
her best marriage.

Then, we have our links of 
profound love for our family, 
children and friends which need to 
be nurtured, respected and allowed 
to heal when broken.  Projections 
and expectations are feelings 
erroneously based on the condition 
that a person conforms to your 
fantasized image of them.  This 
image can be deceptive, destructive 
and painful when you both realize 
it, and the disappointment can be 
enormous. 

A wise friend of mine recently 
put it this way…

Life hurts, birth is painful, 
childhood pain sometimes lasts a 
lifetime… then there is adolescence 
and adulthood where we have to 

face the real world.  It is our human 
heritance to be in pain.  That is how 
we grow and learn. 

The trail of tears is one of 
observation, cleansing and rebirth.  

Those stuck emotions can 
very well be the cause of 
body aches and pains, weight 
gain or loss, headaches, 
heart disease, degenerative 
diseases, inflammation and 
many more.  As my professor 
of Chinese medicine points 
out, if you did not catch the 
illness, it came from you, 
through negative thoughts 
and repressed, conflicted 
emotions.  That explains why 
one can have a reoccurring 

illness after a ¨successful¨ medical 
treatment.  You have merely treated 
a physical symptom of a deeper 
disharmony.

Keeping an open heart and mind 
takes practice, meditation, constant 
evaluation, clear intention, truth 
and communication. 

Let’s work on making well 
thought out and heart-felt 
commitments first to ourselves, 
then to the ones we love.  Let’s 
keep those promises.

Eye exam and lens tting by specialists

Contact lenses and Large collection of modern
European frames

We are your best option in quality and prices!

Francisco I. Madero #396
(Corner of Aguacate)

Tel. (322) 223 2995  eye-metrics@hotmail.comEXPRESS SERVICE (S
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Harriet Murray



Can be contacted at harriet@casasandvillas.com    www.casasandvillas.com

Harriet Murray

You have found the dream property.  You want to make an offer.  
Everyone involved is very friendly and seems very nice.  You trust 
your new friends, and assume you have protections in place to 
prevent you from having problems with the purchase. 

Due Diligence is necessary and your responsibility to require 
before becoming committed to sending money or being bound by 
a contract.

What does due diligence include?
1.- Contract of sale: what rights as a buyer do you have?  What 

penalties are there for either side? Where do you send your money?  
What is included in your purchase?

2.- Escritura showing the property is legally registered in the 
public records.  New construction will be the land escritura.

3.- Identification of the seller and his legal right to sell.
4.- If a condo, the condo regime is registered (resale) or is a 

condition for new construction.  What are the bylaws and rules 
of the existing regime, or what does the proposed condo regime 
(new construction) say regarding home owner fees, pets or not, 
restrictions on owners, parking, etc.?

5.- If the property is under construction, who receives your payments 
for the purchase, and will the money be used for the construction?  
Does the developer have the ability to finish the property or is he 
depending on presales?   There are not commonly bonds or insurance, 
so what are your risks, and are you comfortable with them?

6.- In resales, commonly purchase funds are put into a third-party 
escrow company registered in Mexico to do business.  

7.- In new construction, funds usually go to the developer.
8.- Other as needed.

Time for a due diligence depends on whether the property is a resale 
or new construction.  Resales allow more time for investigation of 
the legal documents of the property and inspection.  There is more 
legal documentation or should be in an existing property.  

With new construction, the list of what needs to be created, such 
as individual condo registration in the tax registry, condo regime 
registered, is done closer to the physical completion of the property. 
Construction can take 12-18 months or longer. 

Here in the market of the Bay of Banderas, we are experiencing a 
large number of condos for sale.  Many popular projects are the new 
construction.  Buyers become excited with the idea of something 
new, with updated kitchen and baths, enormous pools and gyms, hot 
tubs, or entertainment areas.  It is your right to ask for documents of 
the seller and the development. 

It is your right to have a competent attorney and other qualified 
professionals advise you of your risks.  

AMPI agents have an ethical responsibility to allow you to use any 
professional (attorney, engineer, accountant, architect, etc.) you wish 
to use to evaluate your proposed purchase.  

Any agent, real estate attorney, attorney or other person advising 
you is under the civil code to be honest, competent themselves or 
allow you to use experts. 

We want you to be happy with your choice of a home, condo or 
land here in Mexico.  Insist on your right for due diligence.

AMPI stands for Asociación Mexicana de Profesionales 
Inmobiliarios, A.C.  AMPI has international agreements with 
NAR, CREA, FIABCI and ICREA, which transcends the globe in 
cooperative agreements.  Currently in Nayarit and Jalisco, there is no 
licensing requirement for real estate agents to practice.

This article is based upon legal opinions, current practices and 
my personal experiences in the Puerto Vallarta-Bahia de Banderas 
areas.  I recommend that each potential buyer or seller conduct his 
own due diligence and review.   
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EMERGENCY
Phone Numbers
PUERTO VALLARTA & RIVIERA NAYARIT

Emergency Line: 911

297.7224

178-8999 / Emergency: 911

178-8800 / Emergency: 222-1527
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Solution to crossword on page 47

Solution to Sudoku on page 47

AEROTRON                  226-8440   
AIR CANADA   01 800 719-2827
AIR TRANSAT 01 800 900-1431
ALASKA           01 800 252-7522 
AMERICAN      01 800 904-6000
CONTINENTAL         See United
DELTA              01 800 266-0046
FRONTIER        01 800 432-1359
INTERJET         01 800 011-2345
SUN COUNTRY   01 800 924-6184
UNITED             01 800 864-8331
US AIRWAYS    01 800 428-4322
AEROMEXICO  01 800 021-4000
SOUTHWEST    01 800 435 9792
WESTJET           01 800 514 7288
VOLARIS            01 551 102-8000

Airline Directory
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can be found at CANMEX Computers. 
www.RonnieBravo.com Sales, Repairs, 
Data Recovery, Networking, Wi-Fi, hardware 
upgrades, Graphic Design, House-calls 
available. Cellular 044-322-157-0688 
or just email to Canmex@Gmail.com

Ronnie Bravo

Over the past few years, most of 
you with the older Hotmail and Live 
email account, have gotten emails 
from Microsoft about a change 
over to the new web-based Outlook 
email.  (Not to be confused with the 
Microsoft Office mail program also 
called Outlook).  But yes… it is dumb 
for Microsoft to name an online mail 
service, the same as a computer mail 
program they’ve had for 20 years.

Now this changeover you may have 
heard about, but it is really mostly a 
behind the scenes event.  There’s really 
no action you need to take, to make the 
transition.  The only real instance you 
would need to do anything is in some 
cases, to repoint your mail program 
servers to the new settings.  But most 
people log directly into their Outlook 
mail via a web browser anyway. 

The main reason I bring this all 
up, is not to just blame Microsoft for 
constantly changing things that are not 
broken… but because there is a big 
“phishing” scam going on currently 
to try and steal your Hotmail, Live 
or Outlook.com login username and 
passwords.  Over the past months, 
I’ve gotten numerous emails from 

readers asking if an email supposedly 
from Hotmail, is real or fake.

The body of the email reads 
something like this: 

“Hotmail server upgrading e-mail 
account - *********@hotmail.com 

 We have recently upgraded all 
our customer e-mail addresses to the 
new Outlook.com. Due to this your 
Hotmail e-mail account needs to be 
re-activated.  You can do this by just 
simply logging in on the link below…”

DO NOT CLICK ON THE LINK.  
It’s a classic phishing scam, taking 
advantage of a well-known event 
occurring. To refresh you on the term 
“phishing”, it’s when hackers try to steal 
your account login info and passwords, 
by sending out a mass email. 

They hope by throwing out a “wide 
net” and targeting say 100,000 email 
addresses, they can get several hundred 
users to “bite” and click on the link.  
Even if only a few hundred bites come 
out of the thousands of addresses 
targeted, this will make the phishing 
expedition a success for hackers.

Email promotions flood into your 
inbox throughout the year now, but 
so do phishing scams.  Banks and 

online retailers will NEVER email 
you to “update” your account info or 
change your password, by clicking on 
an email link.  These types of emails 
are almost always phishing scams, 
trying to capture your user name and 
password for your online account. 

The phishing emails use subjects of 
popular services and online websites… 
such as FedEx, DHL, Bank of America, 
Amazon, Netflix and many others, in 
hopes of catching someone who has an 
account with that website and is curious 
enough to “click”. 

The phishing emails have a link in 
them to take you to a webpage that can 
look just like your actual bank or a real 
online store.  Phishing sites often are 
complete with the logo and sometimes 
the whole webpage is copied directly 
from the real site, to convince you to 
login and “update” your data.  If in 
doubt about an email you received 
like this, DO NOT click on a link in 
the email-best to call the store or bank 
or go to that website from your saved 
favorites or bookmarks. 

I always go to an online store 
through my favorites/bookmarks or 
manually type it in.  If an email comes 
into your inbox with some incredible 
offer from Crate and Barrel, Macy’s or 
Amazon, the offer is usually listed on 
their main webpage as well and easily 
found.  Be wary of any email “links” 
to click on.

Another online security tip that 
I can never stress enough, is if 
you’re shopping on online and the 
moment comes when you’re ready 
to “checkout”, ALWAYS look for 
the small closed padlock to the right 

of the address of the website.  This 
little icon shows that you are using a 
secure connection on the website for 
any credit card information you need 
to enter to finalize the purchase.

Not only is the number of spam 
emails rapidly increasing every year, 
but it’s currently estimated that more 
than half of ALL emails sent/received 
every day, are spam.  The number of 
spam emails containing malicious 
attachments is on a dramatic rise, 
as well.  For many companies, this 
increase is reinforcing the realization 
that spam isn’t just a mere nuisance, 
it’s one of the primary delivery 
methods for attacks out there.

A little bit of common sense and 
skepticism, will help you avoid hours 
(if not days) of unravelling the possible 
damage from being hacked by a 
phishing scam.  You wouldn’t give 
your house key and home address to a 
stranger in the street, so why give your 
online login info to phishing hackers.

That’s all my time for now. If 
you’d like to download this article 
or previous ones, you can do so at 
www.RonnieBravo.com and click on 
“articles”.  See you again next week... 
until then, remember: only safe 
Internet!
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(Owner of Master Baiter's Sportfishing & Tackle)

Stan Gabruk
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One thing about the world of fishing 
is you never really know what’s 
happening from day to day.  Fish 
move, water temperatures 
change, nothing stays 
the same for long.  Some 
days you’re all smiles, 
others you’re not.  Those 
“demanding” to catch fish 
can rest assured there are 
fish to be had, amigos.  
Now if you’re going to be 
picky, then you could get 
upset and still have a great 
day of fishing.  For now 
some summer species are 
cruising Los Arcos making 
short day trips worth their 
weight in Dorado!

This past week we’ve seen some 
action happening around Corbeteña, 
but not many boats are heading out 
this far as you can get the same 
species much closer in.  Sailfish are 
not as thick as they were last week 
as water temperatures now are cooler 
than inside the bay.  As a result, the 
entire fishing community is targeting 
other locations.  Still, there are the 
normal players of Jack Crevalle, 
Sailfish on an iffy basis, Dorado to 
35 lbs. are possible, but they’re also 
in closer to shore.  Unless you’re 
looking for Cubera Snappers which 
are in the 50-lb range, there is little 
reason to head to this world class 
location.  Yellowfin Tuna in the 25-lb 
range are a moving target, in reality 
heading this way is not the best use of 
your fuel dollar, straight up, amigos, 
that’s the deal!  Apply this logic to El 
Banco and you’ll save your money. 

Those looking for late, late season 
Dorado 25 lbs. will still have a decent 
chance at the buoy at Punta Mita.  If 
you’re looking for Sailfish or Striped 
Marlin, yes, I said Marlin, six to ten 
miles off the point on a 300 heading, 

you’ll put yourself in the right place 
to maximize your chances.  The 
down side is, once again, they move.  

Another down side is the water 
temperatures drop the farther you 
go from the shore line. That’s right, 
the water is warmer in the bay than 
outside the bay.  It explains a lot.  
Throw in Jack Crevalle running to 50 
lbs., Bonito in the 30-lb range, Skip 
Jack Tuna, with a possible Rooster 
fish near Sayulita, and you’ll have a 
fun day with a shot at larger “wrong” 
season species.  El Moro has 25-lb 
Football Tuna as well.  HEY, give 
it a shot, if nothing happens to your 
liking, come back in the bay and 
get some guaranteed arm-burning 
action.  One thing to remember if 
you’re seriously looking for Sailfish 
heading north of Punta Mita will just 
increase your chance of boating a 
billfish.  But it’s fishing and it could 
turn up being a bad idea.  Where 
there were Football Yellowfin Tuna 
around El Moro has fizzled out.  But 
we’re seeing “some” Rooster Fish in 
the area and this is a favorite location 
for this demon species.  So the entire 
area between Punta Mita, El Moro 
and the Marieta Islands is active 
fishing grounds and worth the time 
/ money.

Inside the bay is surprisingly 
active.  With water temperatures 
over 75 now in the bay, it seems 
most of the warmer water is in the 
area around Los Arcos.  The bait 
available in this area is insanely 
abundant. Still seeing Krill Squid 
and Shrimp, red in color all over the 
place.  Sardines, Goggle Eyes, Skip 
Jack Tuna, you name a bait, it’s out 
there.  And where there’s bait, there 

are normally fish 
chasing them.  
We’ve had Dorado 
in the 25-lb range 
up around Los 
Arcos.  There 
are some deep 
channels in the 
area that make this 
spot exceptional 
in times like these.  
It’s winter fishing 
now, but with 
Sailfish and Striped 
Marlin in the area 

anything but anything is possible.  
Jack Crevalle are everywhere and 
here’s a secret, they’re full of eggs.  
This will explain the appetite they’ve 
had lately.  Soon it will mean our 
“bread and butter” fish will not be 
biting as they lay eggs, stay tuned.  
Bonito in the bay is great eating and 
anywhere from 20 to 35 lbs.  Sea 
Bass are still around the Ameca 
River at 20 lbs. and up.  For anyone 
looking to catch fish and save some 
money, the a four our six hour trip in 
the bay can be as good if not better 
than the longer duration trips, so put 

the “little woman” in a spa and head 
out, by the time she’s done getting 
“beautiful” you’ve be ready for that 
“beauty”!  What you do with that 
“beauty” is up to you… ha ha.

Water temperature are strange 
at best this week, in the bay it’s 72 
degrees.  Punta Mita is 75 degrees 
and El Moro is 72 degrees.  Deep 
water locations are in the same range 
for now.  Normally this is frigid 
water to these species, but when 
bait is everywhere, why leave?  The 
Bite has been a little strange this 
week, it seems a mid-tide time is the 
best time to hit it hard.  With a bite 
happening late afternoon, it’s not the 
best idea heading out too early.  I’d 
leave around 9, then the 1 to 3 p.m. 
bite is timed perfectly.  So sleep in 
a bit and let the other guys miss the 
bite.  Baits are an interesting subject 
this week.  Seems dead Goggle eyes 
work as well as live bait for Sailfish 
right now.  So put that bag of tricks 
to the test and see what happens, 
amigo.  Red colored lures are a good 
place to start!  

Until next week, don’t forget to 
kiss Your Fish!

Web page:  www.MasterBaiters.
com.mx  Local Phone at: (044) 322 
779-7571 Facebook: www.facebook.
c o m / p a g e s / M a s t e r - B a i t e r s -
Sportfishing-Tackle/88817121325 

The trade name Master Baiter’s ® 
Sportfishing and Tackle is protected 
under trade mark law and is the sole 
property of Stan Gabruk and Carlos 
Soberon. 
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Tommy Clarkson

https://www.facebook.com/
olabrisagardens?ref=hl

In Manzanillo, visit Ola Brisa Gardens, 
Tommy and Patty’s verdant, multi-terraced 
tropical paradise nestled on a hill overlooking 
the magnificent vista of Santiago Bay.  
Leisurely meander its curved, paved path, 
experiencing, first hand, a delicious array 
of palms, plants and flowers from all over 
the world.  Or e-mail questions to him at 
olabrisa@gmail.com  For back issues of 
“Roots”, gardening tips, tropical plant book or 
to schedule a tropical garden lunch, please 
visit www.olabrisagardens.com

Tommy Clarkson

 https://www.tripadvisor.com/Attraction_
Review-g150791-d5984161-Reviews-Ola_
Brisa_Gardens-Manzanillo_Pacific_Coast.html

From when first seeing this 
magnificent palm during my three 
“adventures” with the mass media 
traveling throughout Iraq (circa 
2005 – 2009) it has been a favorite.  
In fact, the six females and two 
males, presently flourishing in 
our gardens are the “children” of 
date palms procured by Saddam 
Hussein.  He – of the Islamic 
Sunni sect – had them transported 
from Basrah, in the Shia region of 
Southern Iraq, to be planted around 
his palaces in the Baghdad area, 
well over two decades ago.   

While only six years old - having 
grown them from seeds - these 
beauties are already ten meters tall 
in their palm life youth.  However 
– perhaps striving to emulate me - 
one male is already 248 centimeters 
around at the base of his trunk!  
Vertically, when fully grown, they 
should exceed twenty-five meters.

Thought to have originated in 
the northern Africa and Persian 
Gulf area, the delicious, yellow, 
red to rich dark brown-orange, 
date fruit (drupe) of this palm has 
been a Middle Eastern staple food 
for thousands of years.  And, there 
is archaeological evidence of this 
plant’s cultivation in Arabia in 
6,000 BC.

While this week’s column 
focuses on the Medjool, family 
wise – of the hundreds of distinctly 
different varieties, with cultivars 
into the thousands - there are three 

Phoenix dactylifera, 
(Also called Mujhoolah)

Subfamily: Coryphoideae 
Tribe: Phoeniceae

The fructose-based Medjool dates 
are, for all intents and purposes, 
the undisputed best!  Popping 

them open into one’s mouth is like 
a shot of delicious honey butter!

Be it the striking trunk or the 
beautifully balanced crown top, the 
Medjool is a stately, majestic palm.  

(These are the “parents” of ours.) 

 From a few years ago, Patty and 
Dulio stand below a male Medjool 

Date Palm on our Transition 
Terrace.  It was but a seed some 
five years before, so that’s pretty 

significant growth!

main groups.  These are: the soft 
(high moisture/low sugar) - Barhee, 
Halawy, Khadrawy, Medjool; semi-
dry (low moisture/high sugar), 
Dayri, Deglet Noor, Zahidi/Zahedi; 
and dry, Thoory (low moisture/high 
sugar).  The type of fruit depends 
on its glucose, fructose and sucrose 
content.  Sadly, all varieties of the 
date palm are subject to terminal 
lethal yellowing – a problem 
with which we must deal in these 
environs.

As alluded to earlier, the Date 
Palm is dioecious - separate male 
and female plants - but as the 
norm, only the females bear fruit.  
While the texts state that it takes 
between four to seven years before 
such should come to fruition (no 
pun intended), we had fruit only 
two years after they sprouted from 
seeds!  

In yet another of those “Well, 
duh!” statements, beyond its many 
practical edible uses, increasingly, 
as a result of it striking appearance, 
it is being used for landscaping.

Upon the yellowing and drying up 
of this palm’s 20 to 30 - sometimes 
six meters long - pinnate, blue-grey-
green fronds, they can be cut, near 
the trunk in such a manner so as to 
present a beautiful diamond shaped 
pattern.  A friend from Florida 
(a locale in which the Medjools 
now thrive) many years ago, told 
me that the way to remember this 
palm’s name was to look at the 
strikingly attractive trunk and think 
of it closely cut frond bases  as “my 
jewels”.

Now for some culinary date 
trivia: The young date leaves can 
be cooked and eaten as a vegetable 
as can its bud or heart, though its 
removal kills the palm. Finely 

ground seeds can be mixed with 
flour to make bread.  Ground 
date seeds can be used as a coffee 
supplement and even the flowers 
of the date palm are edible.  The 
buds of the flowers can be used 
in salads or ground with dried fish 
as a condiment for bread.   Even 
the tapped sap can be converted 
into palm sugar molasses (called 
jaggery or gur) to make molasses 
or - heaven forbid - alcoholic 
beverages.  A case in point as 
regards the latter is the fact that in 
North Africa the tapped palm sap 
(known as lagbi), if left unattended 
for not all that many hours – 
depending upon the temperature - 
becomes a libation.  The plethora 
of uses of this amazing palm is 
astounding …I’ll drink to that!

Highly tolerant of salt and 
drought, it loves direct sun, can 
grow in a wide variety of well-
drained soils but, generally, fruits 
at less than its optimum in the 
tropics/subtropics.  Though a desert 
plant, ours thrive – and are growing 
outrageously fast – as a result of 
regular, deep watering, fertilizing, 
and attention given them by Jose 
and me.  (But, in a closing warning, 
beware of the lethal, very sharp, 
spikes on their pinnate frond 
stems!)  
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Across

1. Actress Thompson of 
TV's "Family"

5. Ace or jack

9. How to sing, ideally

14. Israeli airline

15. Baseball's Matty or 
Moises

16. Ethiopia's ___ Selassie

17. Bugs bugs him

19. "Mine!"

20. 1991 Madonna hit

21. Czech-born actor Herbert

22. Discharge

23. Plummeted

28. Tierra ___ Fuego

29. Goethe character who 
 makes a pact with the devil 

30. Rock's Bon ___

31. "Vive le ___!"

33. Words of praise

35. Uncomplicated kind 
of question

39. Pupil

40. Expatriate

42. String after A

43. Ache (for)

44. "Silly" birds

46. Fold-up bed

49. Narrative

51. Popular clog clearer

53. Wild wild West

54. Like some vamps

56. Horrible

59. Title hero of a 
Melville story

60. "La Traviata" composer

61. Repetitive learning 
method

62. "I've Got ___ in 
Kalamazoo"

63. "Humble" place

64. Years in Spain

65. Marvin of Motown

Down

1. Get really steamed

2. Assert without proof

3. Woman hoping for a 
knight in shining armor

4. Baldwin and Guinness

5. Lunch site

6. Barnard graduate

7. Endured, as a hurricane

8. It fizzles

9. Cry of terror

10. Country -singing mother

11. Medic's bag

12. ___ Lilly (Fortune 
500 company)

13. "Is it soup ___?"

18. Groove

21. Beatles album after 
"Hey Jude"

24. Georgia and 
Ukraine, once: Abbr.

25. Cast a ballot

26. Fifty-fifty

27. Mile or kilometer: Abbr.

29. Wangle

31. Longtime CBS/ 
NBC newsman

32. Bobby of the Bruins

34. Tampa Bay 
footballer, for short

35. Slangy assents

36. Discharge

37. ___-Soviet relations

38. R.E.M.'s 
"The ___ Love"

41. Excitement in the air

45. Do business with

46. Iroquois confederate

47. Sometime

48. Walk like a two-
year-old

50. Clinton or Bush, 
collegiately

51. TV actress Susan

52. Arrange in different 
sacks

55. Shouts to a matador

56. Actress Gardner

57. Spider's work

58. To and ___

59. Victoria's Secret 
purchase

Solution to Sudoku on Page 43

Sudoku is a logic-based placement puzzle.

The aim of the puzzle is to enter a numerical digit from 1 through 9 in each 
row, column and group of squares enclosed by the bold lines (also called a box). 

Each box must contain each number only once, starting with various digits 
given in some cells (the “givens”). Each row, column, and region must contain 
only one instance of each numeral. Completing the puzzle requires patience.

It is recommended as therapy because some studies have suggested they 
might improve memory, attention and problem solving while staving off mental 
decline and perhaps reducing the risk of Alzheimer’s disease.

Solution to Crossword 
on Page 43
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